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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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PHI DELTA KAPPA SORORITY HOSTS 27th ANNUAL FASHION SHOW AND LUNCHEON
The National Sorority of Phi Delta Kappa, Inc., Alpha Omicron Chapter, hosted its 27th Annual Luncheon and Fashion Show in celebration
of its 60th Anniversary. The event was held at the Tampa Marriott Westshore with Reverend Dr. Arthur T. Jones, Senior Pastor at Bible-Based
Fellowship Church of Carrollwood, as the guest speaker. The theme was "60 Years! Impacting Youth Through Education." Members shown
are: Jimmie L. Maddox, seated; left to right, Pearl Coffee, Ozie Brown, Janie Powell, Betty Newby, Varneese Tramel (Fashion Coordinator), Dr.
Sylvia Carley, Jackie Mitchell and Essie D. Roberson, President. Not shown, Ethel Bryant, Elmira Curry, Willie Mae Johnson, Martha Kinsey,
·
Olivia She herd Sarah Walker Rosema Walker Minnie Wharton and Cassie Wilson. Photo ra h b James McAllister
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Bar Melilbers
Asked To Assist With West Tampa-Crim-e Problem ·
.
. .

,

BY LEON B. CREWS Sentinel Staff Writer

>'
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With the crime rate in_
West Tampa reaching alarmw ing numbers, law enforce::::)
t- ment officials have done
evecything they can to make
residents in the area feel
safe.
However, many residents
in the area feel they need to
unite as a community to
solve their problems.
It was suggested' that members of the George Edgecomb
Bar Association collectively
provide their assis~ance with
the problems in West
Tampa. The Association consists of 90% of the African
American attorneys · in .
Hillsborough County.
·
One of those members,
· Attorney
Barbara
Pittman, said she knows
there is a lot of crime going
·on in that area, but she's not
clear what they can do to
help.
"The people ~n that community never ·come to us for
· help in representing them, so
we really have no direct contact with the residents."
Attorney J Delano
Stewart, who was an early

A'fi'Y. BARBARA
PITI'MAN

mentor of the late Judge
George Edgecomb, said he
feels more ·than · the
Association has to get .
·involved.
.,
"All professionals need to
get involved. We've had a
great disconnect with the
community over the years. In
the past, the strong took care
of the weak. Today's generation does nothing to improve
the conditions in their community. Charity begins at
home."
.
Atty. Stewart said he
thinks this would be a wonderf~l project, but he'd like
to talk to School Superintendent MaryEllen Elia about
changing the attitudes of our

.

'•

-~

getting into the ears of the
... City Council and other elected officials is something that
·· :,. 'needs to be done as well."
All of the attorneys said
community projects should
come first and be identified
by those whose views. and
knowledge are broad and indept}l. It was also suggested
.. that core groups of attorneys,
· .:~1ta5tors, teachers, and others ·
be ..form_e d with special
ATIY.DELANO
ATIY. DARYL . . .. . ' .. emphasis on young males ·s
S'IJUNGER
- . :~_·· to 15"aiid 16 to 25.
...
STEWART .
".
.
. .
GEB President, Kamilah.
young people and their value
W~ know ~roperty C~I_Des .· Perry, said she feels some
sy~t~m.
,
·, and VIolen~ cnmes a~ nsmg, , . · kind of forum needs to be
"We have enough resources
and peo_p!e nee4 more
arranged fo address the
to take care of this problem.
?PPOrtumh~s. Peopl~ need
issues with the community
All we need to do is pool
JObs. If you re workmg 40
leaders and residents ·
them together and get to
hours a w~k, the cri~es will
. "After that forum, ~ plan of
work."
reduce. We r~ alllookin~ for
action needs to be developed."
Atty. Daryl Stringer said
answe~ to thiS problem.
·. ,. "We also need to find out
neighborhood watches, rallyAtty._St~inger said it's
·how to get n·ew legislation
ing the people, and encourreally g«:~tmg to~gh and . ·heard and considered so·
. aging them to get the knuckev~ryon~ needs ~o~ey. .
something can get done, We
leheads out of their commuI beheve rehef 1s com1~g
can .assist' with the drafting
nity is one way they can lend
a_nd maybe we as.an assoc1aof any type oflegislation."
their support.
· hon need. to put our he~ds
· Ms. Perry said she plans
"The economy has sent sevtogether and come up Wlth
to address the issue before
eral communities into tailsome solutions. I'm all about · the Bar Association at their
spins and people are acting
helpi:rtg out in the communinext meeting, and as a
out of desperation or just
ty many way l Wln. Maybe
·group they will see what
plain survival.
increasing polic~_patrols and
they c~ do to help.

Just Fine In '09:

Spirituallv, Phvsicallv, And Financiallv
As we prepare for the New
Year, .we think about ways of
improving ourselves mentally, physically, spiritually, and
financially in the future. Some
·Tmnt>~fesSion~ls ..sha·r en
their o~-~oii~things peo.p~c·an· do to achieve their
goal of imp_rovement.
. · · Rev. B.atth~olome'w
' <Ba..rij Banks,·Senior .Pastor.
.of St. ·John, ·Pi-ogr,e$~~ve
Mission:a ry '8apti'St Ch\.n:ch,
shared his opinions _o q selfimprovement in the spiritual
realm. "I believe in having the
oppor.tunity to have a fresh
· . START, with the word START
being an acronym. ·
"S is for Stop making excus~
es; T'is for Trust God; A is for
Accepting responsibility; R is
for re enforcing and meeting
your desired goals; and T is
for Trust God."
Ms. Yolanda Anthony
~ntrepreneur and owner of
Apex Lending, Inc., said, "My
advice is to MANAGE your
finances daily. MANAGE your
spending habits daily and
· know the difference between
a NEED and a WANT."
George LeGrande, owner
of Bodies Under Construction
Fitness Center, said people
should give a lot of thought to
where they go for personal
training and avoid the "meat
markets" where you're just a
number."
"First of all, I tell people
that training needs to be a
lifestyle, not something you
do a while and pick back up
later. I tell p~ople th~re is no

REV•.BART BANKS
...Pastor of St. John
P. M;·B. Church

GEORGE LEGRANDE
....Perso~al F~tness Trainer

.
MS. YOLANDA ANTHONY
...Owner of Apex
Lending, Inc.

.
'
DR. EMILE COMMEDORE

·i~~ ·;~lt. cii~t·; ·of ·o~e~eight; ·
quick fix. But, getting fit can
be an experience that will
cutting back on calories by at
help you if you let it • ·. . ·.. , . . . .so.o C!l}orj~~- a day ..could
"I tell people that they
result m a 1-2 lbs./month
should also-g~t into·a ·pro- - ./ ~~_ight_ lQ~s); _ (~.) _Regular
gram that you can stay with
· exercise, e.g. walRing af 20-30
and ~ at a center that is per- . minutes; 4 or 5 times.a w~k;
sonal. The center needs to ·. ·.(moderate exercise alSo
decreases risk of adult onset
know who you are, your background, and not just ask for
diabetes); (3.) Timely checkups and screening tests, e.g.
your membership number.
The staff should be knowl-'
colonoscopy, mammogram,
edgeable and you should feel · 'PSA etc.; (4.) Avoidance of
comfortable. and not intimitobacco, alcohol, carbonated
dated."
sodas ~nd ·other foods with
Dr. Emile Commedore
excessive sugar content; and
said, "My advice for a person
(5.) Stress reduction through
prayer or meditation.
to be physically fit in 2009 is
that adoption of a healthy
City Editor Iris B.
lifestyle is the key. A healthy
Holton can be contacted as
lifestyle consists of the follow(813) 248-1921 or by e-mail
ing: (1.) A balanced low fat,
iholton@flsentinel.com
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Alliance To Host Grant
Writing workshoP·.

_, · Tampa Park
Business .Closes
·
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te~m. ·Friend

and former teammate, Danny
Reece, who owned stores in California, introduced the check cashing concept to Rudolph.
. Rudolph opened his first store on 78th
· Street jn Clair-Mel and eventually moved·to
Causeway Boulevard. Later, he opened second store on Nebraska Avenue in Tampa· Park
Plaza.
~ - The Causeway store was set on fire in 2006,
and unfortunately, has not reopened.
On January 3, 2009,' Rudolp h decided to ·
close the doors of the Tampa Park store after
much prayer and guidance.
.
"I want to thank the many friends I've made
over the years. Many have supported the business with the variety of services offered. I think
we've been a tremendous -asset to the commuCOUNCIL RUDOLPH
nity in numerous ways over the years."
Rudolph was instrumental in starting the
Florida Check Casher Scholarship. Hundreds of
. In December 1982, former NFL defensive
students have been recipients of this opportu- ·
end, Council Rudolph, opened the first check
nity to continue their education.
·
cashing store'in Tampa. Rudolph, a native of
~niston, Alabama, came to· Tampa in 1976 as
Council Rudolph is a member and Deacon
part of the Tampa Bay Buccan~er expansion • at Greater Bethe~. Missionary Baptist Church.
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Well-Known Actress To
Appear In _
Stage Plav
:... :

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
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MS. DEE MERRITI-BELL

MS. BRENDA GROVE

Members of several organizati'ons have established a
partnership ·to host a grant- ·
writing workshop. The event
will be held on Saturday,
January 1oth from 10 a.m.
until 2 p.m., at the Children's
Board . of Hillsborough
Coun.ty, 1002 E. Palm
Avenue. .
.
· The event is entitled,
"Developing Grants and
Forming
Strategic
. Partnerships." It is being
sponsored by the Tampa Bax
Area Faith-Based Alliance,
Pastors On Patrol, and
Washington Mutual Bank.
· Ms. Dee Merritt-Bell,
Chairperson of the Tampa
Bay :Area Faith-Based
Alliance said the training is
being proVided by Enabling !
NonProfits, Inc. Ms. Brenda
Grove, Chief Principal of
Enabling NonProfits, Inc.,

will serve as the workshop
facilitator.
:The workshop i~' designed
for all grassroots organizations. However, .those with
less than two years experience as grant writers and
those with an operating bud-·
get of less than $200,000 are
being given a special invitation.
In addition to faith-basec
and grassroots organizations,
the workshop is also open to·
various churches who would
like to know more about what
to expect in - 2009~ Ms.
Merritt-Bell said,
Those interested in attending the seminar must respond
by Wednesday, January 8,
2009 to make reservations.
For. more information call
(813) 398-8679, or e-mail
Enaliiingnonprofits@yerizon.net.
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,,. on Jiiilny 24-~0-whe~ the Too Smooth.
Entertainment stage play, ''when-LolJingo..YQuls ·..
Hu'r ting Me, ~ comes to the St. Petersb"Urg -::-:c,
Palladium, there will be a familiar face among
. the cast members. ·
:. . . Although she has appeared· in the movies
Lockdown, Pandora's ·Box, and Trois 2 , most ·
people rem«miber Chrystale W:alson from the
_;,; . movie,: 'The Play~r's Club,., 'where ·she played
the unforgettable Character.-Ronnie. · · · .
Born in. Atlanta, Georgia and raised in ·"'
Sae.ramento•.California, Ms. Wilson said actCHRYSTALE WilSON
ing ·bas always been her Jife's passion.. ..
· "1 did. some acting in high school, but_stage
·plays have always been my true love.
·
with Tyler Pe.Tys "Why Did I Get Married."
· "When I got the role of Ronnie in "The
I haven't done a movie since 2001. I've kept
Player's Club," I was working at a la'V firm, and ·
busy with stage work and independent projects.
"I had worked with Donald Gray before,
just went to an a_udition on my lunch break. As
luck would have it, I' got the role, l was nervous
and he gave me a call and told me about this
· and I think that's necessary to put out a great
play. I've been to .Florida before, and actually
performance.". .
· .·
·
lived in Daytona for a couple of yearS. I'm lookMs. Wilso'n said she's trying hard not to be
ing forward to coming back."
·
typeeast, although her role as Ronnie is the
Ms. Wilson said as a performer, enough is
one most people identify her with.
never enough.
"I've
done
a
lot
of
theatrical
work;
the
first
"In
this business;
you have I've
to stay
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;__ _.:..;.._ _ _
-""'_
Professionally,
.donebusy.
this
and
eventua do other
't h ings . That's why I'm so
· thankful to Donald for allowing people to see another side
of me.".
In the play on ~he 24th, Ms.
Wilson will portray the character, Angie, tlie daughter of a
min ister who makes a lot of
poor choices.
"I'm looking forward to meeting everyone, and I hope we can
put on a memorable performance."
Look for Chryst ale Wilson
in "Man Of Her Dreams," that
will be coming to DVD release
in February.
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th the impending
in· .·. of
·• .;. ; Senator Barack
Obama as the nation's 44th
president later this month, we
are expecting change for the
first time since anyone can
remember. It's not because
we view him as a miracle
worker, but it is because we
believe that we need a change.
We believe that we need a
new direction under the guidance of a new leader. We
believe we need someone with
fresh ideas who is prepared to
roll up his sleeves and get the
country back on its feet. We
believe ...
There is nothing wrong with
this logic . We all need to
believe that life can and will
be better in the coming year.
That is really the definition of
hope. And, without hope, the
future holds nothing of
promise for us.
We believe in President.

Subscriptions-$44.00-6 Months Both Editions: $87.00-Per Year Both Editions.
Opinoons expressed on editorial pages of this newspaper by Columnists or Guest Writers,
do nol necessarily renectthe editorial stance of The Aorlda Sentinel Bulletin or the Publisher.

ADastardlY Disgrace
. .· ' ': a time when there is absolutely no Black pres. . : ence in the U.S. Senate~ the only Black Senator
· ·. · •· who is scheduled to be seated will probably be
denied the righno do so. And the r~ason why is fit for a
~ scoundrel!
0
Supposedly, an aide who was familiar with Senate·
a:
LL Democratic 'leaders, recently said, "If (newly appointed
0 Illinois Democratic Senator) Roland Burris tries to
z enter the Senate Chamber, the Senate doorkeeper will
<(
stop him. If Burris persists either by trying to force his
~ way onto the Senate floor or by refusing to leave the
c premises and causing a scene, then U. S. Capitol Police
en
w would stop him." Said the aide, who asked to remain
~ anonymous, for good reason, "The police probably
.....
wouldn't arrest him, but they would call the sergeant-at>
.
a: arms," who would escort Burris out."
w ,Black Americans are no strangers to ostracism. Since
>
· w Reconstruction, when newly freed Black men had the
0 audacity to be elected to state and federal posts, all
. w assumed those posts at the risk of their lives and the
:X:
en lives of their families. Ask the spirit of Oscar de Priest,
;:j from, of all places Illinois, who was the first. Black
m American to serve in Congress in the.2oth century. Then ·
~
c:L ask Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., (D. New York), who was
z hims'e lf, refused a s·enate seat on accusations of
Congressional impropriety. Yet, th~ir~serviancij\jneriu
more dian o~eitit;»ns raised about. their
..I< risht to be seated•
:)
m The fact that Illincds governor, Blagojevida, and his
pick 'to. replac:e {ormer ~n. llvack Oba~a are being
it. clear; Blaclt peo..
'" W vieWeCf-Q practical jOke·iet-'8.
·.z pie da.rioi fuiclii~yC --· · ~ · · · · ... -. . . .
··

i wearing

Elect Obama becaus~ he
promises hope in the fortn of
change. We always knew:that
it could be done. But, we: also
always knew that it would
never happen as long as ;people were willing to accept the
status quo.
It appears by all standards
that our country has been on
a collision course of destruction for the past eight years.
But, in exactly t\YO weeks
from this day, PresidentElect ·obama will the awesome responsibility of turninf
thi!i country around.
However, he is Itbt the only
one who should be taking a
vow. We all should take one
on that day. After all, he
promises the change that we
have all wanted so desperately.
.
.
So, on January 2oth, we
should all take a vow to
change. We need to change
· our mindset from thinking

..
things are impossible. We
have elected our first president of color. Therefore,
nothing is impossible the
impossible just ta.kes a little
longer.
We should change our attitudes from I won't do that to
at least I'll try before I refuse.
Refusing to do something
without first trying is selfdefeating.
We should change our
minds as often as we like as
long as we make a positive
change for the better.
We should change our goals
from dreams to reality. We
know that we will face obstacles, but those are a part of
living, the larger the dream
the larger the obstacle.
But, before we can do any of
these things, we ·must first
change our opinion of change.
Instead, of fearing change, we
must learn to embrace it.
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is the time of ;ear .-. · ·.the Treme,- distrlci ·r~~"efv~·· · , . ~~me• ~a~ also. fam~us fo~
when many of our
some damage when the levees the "New Orleans' famed red<(
friends and readers
broke . during . Hurricane
light district (between North
0
are making final plans for
Katrina. However, the district
Rampart
and
North
their annual trek to New
remains in tact and houses,
Claiborne)," where nightclubs
0
that. the toy' buying frenzy of Christmas is
Orleans for Mardi Gras.
several are well-known visitor
•and bro.thels flourished. Many
LL
over, we' are left wondering how many of our
During a recent discussion
destinations.
·
· : ;~:~~ 1 ···· well-known jazz artists began
gave their children books, gift cards.to
about the event, I was .
The
statuesque · St. · . their careers in ~toryville.
bookstores, mathematics or reading flashcards or other
informed of a little known
Augustine Church, buil~ bx
Today, low-income housing
educational toys for Christmas. Given the economic
documentary film; "Faubourg
Spanish, French, Creole and
stands where 'much of
.downturn, we believe the least expensive and most valuTreme': The Untold Story of
free people of color, served as
Storyville existed; whilEi' art
abl~ ~oy~ ~~ ~~ gjy~.o.~-; child.::en •re books and. otJt~r
Black ;~ New _, Or.leans,'~..
a center of ac~ivity for t~i.s,
gallerie~ and restau~alifsa_r_e .
educational material. This decade must become one in
Produced by famed musician
community, beg4n·ning in
housed in much of the
which we practfce arid teach our children the value of
Wynton Marsalis and
1842. Louis Armstrong
remaining Treme' district.
reading and learning mathematics. Si..ce today marks
Stanley Nelson. Thqugh not
Park, believed to be the
The rich culture, history ·
the 'f irSt day !of'the return to school' after the Christmas
widely disfi'i"'buteti;--the film
birthplace of jazz, was a gathand over 100 years of New
holidays, why not start today.
.
has received favorable critical ·· erTIInla""-fw:Jil!iians and
Orleans music Q_f the historic
Come January 20; 2009, the world·will see what for- · review and· is available for
slaves on th~ir day off
Treme' district is captnred..hx____
most Arnericans appears to be an a~omaly ••• Barack
special viewing nationwide by
(Sunaay) . during' sJav~ry. · the documentary film, prq"'="'-: ·
Obama, an educated Black man becoming. President of
sponsorship. _.
.·
Nor~h Ra·mpart Street,. was : ·· duced by New Orleans newsthe United S~tes. All Black children will have a natiqnal
"Faubourg Treme' is the
where, slaves sang, danced, · ... paperman Lolis Eric Elie
example of what reading, doing their homework and
oldest Black neighborhood in
played musical instruments, · . and filmmaker Dawn
getting a good educatioa can do for them.
.
.
However~ we must do our part, becauSe having Barack
~erica and the birthplace of
told stories and developed the
· Logsdon. Having won the ·
Obama as a role model in the White House will not-do a
Jazz where more than So% of
musical 'styles we know. as
2008 Best Documentary ·.
thing if we don't teach and practice the value of a good ·.· its. population was Black."
Blues, Swing, Rhythm and
Award py the Martha's
education at home • . ·
·'
.
Satd to be the "largest comBlues and Jazz, today. The
Vineyard African American .
munity of free Black ~pie in
park was "the only place in
, Film Festival and the San
· Therefore, 2009 should be ay~r for all Black parents
and earegivers to celebrate education with ' their chilthe Deep South durmg slavAmerica where slaves were· · Francisco Black Film Festival ·
dren. In fact, there are.several children's books about
ery,",Faubourg Treme' was
free to congregate on their
along with the 2008 GOlden ·
~ Barack Obama in our 'local bookstores. Begin there.
also home to whites, free and
own and do as they pleased."
Globe Award by the San
w Then, set aside at least 30 minutes each day for learning . ensl1_1.ved, rich and poor as . It was form-erly known as · Francisco International Film
e or discussing your chil~ren's homework. The time for early as 1726. Located adja- Congo Square (Jr the Sacred . r--::.- - : - - - - - -......--.
change is now! This is how we will build our future.
cent to the French Quarters,
Ground.
·' ·
· ..
Continued On Page 5
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Celebrate Education
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ABreath Of"Fr8sh lirf. "AD•uerous New Year's Tradition.
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Policy?" .cl998). F~ui:~finalists
you were like me and
ates Constitution
won a monetary reward, plus
so million other
citizens the right
travel, food . and .lodging
ericans, it probably
to bear arms and no I ani not
almost escaped your notice ...
expenses ; as they were
suggesting in any, way that
requested to come to New
I'm talking about a snippet of
anything be done to infringe
York Mills (Minnesota) to
in-formation buried on the.
on that right in any manner.
fifth page of a daily newspa-· _participate in a four-way .However, I do believe that we
pel" edition published last ·
debate, whose winner would
need to visit the New Year's
Eve tradition of shooting
·Saturday. Entitled, "This Just
.be decided by a live audience.
AND HERE'S ALL.YOU . guns in the 'neighborhood as
In," a mini-article asked, "IS
the New Year comes in.
IT EVER WRONG TO DO
HAVE TO DO! Complete an
· This is a tradition that has
essay of 750 words or less by
THE RIGHT THING?" Then,
been carried on for decades
April 1, 2009, which answers
in th~ space of a paragraph, it
all across this nation. But in
the question "Is It Ever
went on to provide one of the
today's
crowded cities, it has·
Wrong to Do the Right
most fascinating ~xplanations
become
a dangerous thing to
this writer has ever seen. Are
Thing?" Postmarked no later
do.
There
are entirely too
than that date, you may send
you interested? Well, let me
many
guns
out there being
·
your
essay
through
the
mail.to
· tell you, anyhow.
fired
for
this
tradition to conHave you ever heard of the · Great American Think-Off;
tinue. The shooting continues
New York Mills .Regional
GREAT AMERICAN THINKto grow each year.
Cultural Center, P.O. Box 246,
OFF? Neither have I. But for
In addition, many of those
New York Mills, Minne.sota . guns are being fired by chilthe past 17 years, this arcane
organization, based in the
(MN) 56567, send it e-mail to
dren and inexperienced gum
curiously sounding city of
nymills®kulcher.or~ (no
users. This in itself is not a
attachments), or go on-line to
New York Mills, Minnesota,
good thing. Many people live
the Great American Think-Off
has been providing a competiin fear each New Year's Eve
tion that gives opportunity for
website and complete the
and early morning as they
anyone in the world to voice
form you find there. Either
wait for the firing of guns to
way, the excitement (and if
his or her opinion on quescease.
tions that try · men and
you win) the rewards are
women's souls (as colonial
mouth-watering, I think!
writer Thomas Paine might
And why not? Why not
begin this New Year with a
say). No lie! Last year's Great
totally new and .peacefully
Aineriean ~~estion
\'!as "Does Immigration ·· Aggre~sive attitude? In other
words·,~ wh}(.-Jip(Step co.uraStrengthen or Threaten the
geously out on ~tile ~:~'tl1~r·
Unitea StatE_!s?" Other questions have included "Which
"Light-Fantastic" and let the
world hear what you have to ·
S)lpuld You Trust More: Your
Head or Your Heart?" (2007);
say, especially if you're going
"Which is More Valuable to
to get paid for it, too, if you ··
Society: Safety or Freedom?"
win? To.my mind, it's a whole
··heek of a lot better than play- .
(2005); "Is the Pen Mightier
Than the Sword?" (2002); "Is
ing the Lottery or losing your
Democracy Fair?" (2ooo); "Is
money to this newfangled
ese last few years
the Death Penalty Ethical in a
Roller Ball! So, whaddayuhave seen opinion
say? I say, "This year, LET'S
Civilized Society?" (1997), and
oils used for just
FLY!!!"
.
"Is Honesty Always the Best
about everything. So inany
questions, so little time!
Well, we have a question. By
a show of· hands, how many
Black American Insight from page 4
are thrilled to "kick 2008 to
Festival, Faubourg Treme'
of ideas, an historical film, a
the curb?"
p'ersonal film and a celebratakes you on an historic tour
Just last week, I overheard
of New Orleans that visitors
tion of place ," Faubourg
one of my co-workers tell
seldom get to see or hear.
Treme' will have a special and
another co-worker that she
Thus, if Faubourg Treme'
different meaning to you the
was going to stay up until
comes to town, make sure
next time you visit New
midnight so she could make
you to see it. Billed as a "film
Orleans. Harambee!
sure that 2008 was over.
Without·tcyirig'to "appear as
though I was listening to
their conversation, I laughed
to myself. I thought, "Wow,
was it really that bad?"
For many, the year 2008
was really that bad. There
were many that started the
journey with us at the beginning of the year, but on
December 31, 2008, they
were no longer with us. Many
of us lost our jobs because of
Spe.~king
downsizing, outsourcing or
because of the financial con- ·
straints of our employer(s)
that forced them to either

I have been told by a numgun:.firing tradition . That
ber of people that they fear
does not mean that it hasn't
that any second, a bullet may
happened. The chances of it
crash through a window or
happening increase each
even a wall of their houses
year. How do we make the
when these guns are being
· New Year's birth an enjoy..:
fired in their communities in
able, but safe affair?
rapid succession. Still others
Heck, I don't know. Maybe
say they dare not leave their . neigQborhoods should be
house for fear of being shot
encourage'd to have block
accidentally.'
·
parties for th~ neighborhoods
They don't want to drive
that are free from gunshots.
because they do· not' feel..safe
A second choice would be to
even in their cars. Yes, we all
open community 'centers and
want to celebrate the arrival
play games, sing songs and
of each New Year. But, so
eat.
many believe that we need to
I know those things do not
find a safer way to celebrate.
sound very interesting now,
Legislative bodies all over
but those things beat by a
need to outlaw firing of guns
mile people running around
in the streets in order to celefiring guns all over the place. rbrate any occasion as being
Blacks are intentionally 0
illegal and demand that law
killing too many Blacks t~ ::D
enforcement people enforce
have that number grow by an c
)>
the law. There are too many
accidentally shooting. Firing f/)
drunken or careless people
guns during the early hours m
·out in crowded communities
of the New Year is a time old z
firing guns for it to be safe.
tradition. But! It is time we -i
I have never read or heard
pack that tradition away and m
where someone was accidenfind another way to celebrate. r•
m
tally shot by the New Year's
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shut down, file ban.kruptcy or
move to another location.
In 2008, quite a number of
us parents watched our children take separate paths that
we wanted for them. Some
are incarcerated, some are
walking the streets, hungry
or looking like somebody
threw them away. A few of
our children have abandoned·
their own children and we
find ourselves caring for our
grandchildren, nieces and .
nephews, cousins. and in
some cases, we are even taking care of our great-grandchildren. When we should be
retired, we have had to find
jobs just' to make ends meet
and supplement our limited
incomes to do the right'thing
because it is what we do. ·
Oh, let us not forget the
auto industry! Jus t last
month, more than 20,000
Black workers lost their jobs
because those who think they.
know better than · we do
would rather have control
themselves than have a unified body of blue-collar work-

·ers show solidarity. When
white-cpllar crooks·and their
yellow-collared cohorts convinced us that $700 billion of
our taxpayers' money was
·just enough to turn our country around, we still have not
gotten a straight answer from
the Treasury Department.
But th en, a ray of hope
came. The Rays changed
their name and almost went
"all ·the way." It felt .like
. Tony Dungy had c«;>me back
.. home! As if that was not
enough to make us all team
·players, · a little known
' Chicago ·Senator' threw .his
· name in the hat as a con~
. tender in the race' for the
President of ·the . United
States. Talk about a nail
biter, huh? From that alone,
we saw the "freaks come
'out." But, in the words of
Marvin Sapp, ;'We made
it," but not ~ithout GOD's
Love .. This ye ar in 2009 ,
nam e it and claim it- i(s
your destiny! Peace Be Unto
You.
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Black Heritage Festival

2009 Tampa·Bav Black Heritage Festiwal
'Gala' Kicks Off Festival Annual Events
'·,,

OnFriday,' January · 16,
·1iufi~gj~
.2009,
the
- I E1
fourth annual
·
.::;
·r
I
''
i\
:
c.)h)l>r~~~~ou
B*)Y·~· H<->~n1
Tampa Bay
Black Heritage
Festival Gala and Silent Auetion will be held at
8:oo p.m., at TPepin Hospitality Center located
at 4121 E. 50th Street in Tampa. As the kick-off
to the Tampa· Bay Black Heritage Festival, the
gala festivities will include a VIP Happy Hour,
silerit auction, dinner and live entertainment ..
. This year's event, like many othe.rs, has ·several
.corporate sponsors, including title sponsor, ·.
Blue Cross and Blue 'Shield of Florida. Other
sponsors are AAA·Auto Club South, Fox 13
News, Hillsborough County Government, the .
ROYAYERS
City of Tanipa, and Pepin Distrihuting
Company. National recording artist Roy
before and ends the weekend after the Dr.
Ayers will be the featured artist. .
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday to promote
Roy Ayers, once one of the most visible and
diversity and cultural sensitivity. Activities are
winning jazz vibraphonists of the 1960s, then
geared towards children and adults. Each day
an R&B bandleader in the 1970s and '8os, repuof this ten-day experience provides all attentation is now that of one of the prophets of acid
dees with an opportunity to increase their
jazz, a man decades ahead of his time. A tune
awareness of African !llld African-American
like 1972's "Move to Groove" by the Roy Ayers : -culture and history. For more information on
Ubiquity has a crackling backbeat that serves as _ .the festiv~ and a compl~te schedule of events,
the prototype for the shuffling hip-hop groove · . visit http:/ fwww.tanipablackheritage.org .
that became, shall we say, ubiquitous on aCid, ·
Tickets for Tampa Bay Black Heritage Festival
jazz records; arid his relaxed _1976 .song,
Gala arid Silent Auction are currently on sale.
"Everybody Loves the Sunshine" has been fre- ··
This will be one ofthe most talked about events
quently sampled.
to start off 2009 for the Tampa Bay area.
The Tampa Bay Black Heritage Festival
Tickets: $6o single, $100 VIP single, $6oo
(TBBHF) is a ten-day cultural event that feareserved table of s,·and $760 VIP reserved
tures speakers, musicians, artists, poets and
table of 8. Please call1-888-224-1733 ext. 143,
craftspeople. The festival begins the weekend . for ticket information and reservations. -· '
•
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3 - 5 year olds

4 Star Rated
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- ·~ --··-· Free-Credn Repiir seminar·Pianned.
"The Real Cost of Bad and Good Credit," "How -FICO Scoring Works," "Credit Card
Debt and Collections," "Steps to Improve Your'Scor.e in 30 Days,." "Negotiating Debt,"
"Strategies and Techniques," "Rebuilding Positive q-edit," "Cost of Identity Theft,"
and Foreclosure Prevention."
·
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A Credit Repair ~nd Foreclosure Prevention Seminar Will be held on Monday, January 12th, 6:30
p.m. The event will take place at the College Hill Church Of God In Christ, 6410 N. 30th Street.
. Presented free to the community by Credit Solutions Pro,· the seminar Will focus on such topi~ as:
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Wiilberly~s Pre-School ~ KIMdergarte"
· · 806 N. ·Albany Avenue.(p~mer

&state)
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. . The Hillsborough County's Security Services Department is e1ctendi~g the Cell Phones for
Soldiers collection drive through January 31 to take advantqe.of.'New Yeat's sales,.and-any neighborhood association collection efforts.
·: .
:- .. ,.;. . •. ~ .
_
· ..
. Residents can recycle their unused or outdated cell pb<;>nes and ·other portable communication ·
. devices through January 31 by bringing them to the County);:;~n~e~:. 601 E_. Kennedy B•vd., in down- ·
· · _·.
~:
town Tampa. Just drbp it off at the Security Services desk hi the ·lobby. : · · · For more information, contact Carol Michel, Communi~ Relations Coordinator, at (813) 2729515 or cell at (813) 230-5406. ·
·
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On February 17, 2009, television.stations will converf'to
ttew ·digital service. Some people have ··.
purchased converter boxes and others have gotten new t~leyision sets. . . · . . . ·.. . . .. .· .
. ..~ ; ~ z
The old televisions cannot be put in the tr~h It:ft at curbside. Most analog sets contain cathoderay tubes, which usually contain 4 to 8 poin1ds of lead and otlier hartnful substanCes.
.l -' ~
~ere ar~ better a~ternatives that are s~fe ~nd eco-friendl~.. You could cons~der usi~ ~e set ~r
moVIes or VIdeo gammg systems or donating 1t to a local chanty. Or you can. dispose of 1t safely and
free of charge at Hillsborough County's Household Chemicals and Electronic Collection Centers. · ~
Collections are held from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the following locations (weather permjtting):
• 1st Saturday of evecy month at 9805 N. Sheldon Road · ·
···
·
·
• 2nd Saturday of every month at the South County Faciiity on: Powe\1 Road (off U$. 41, .north of B}g
Bend Road)
·
·
;.
• 3rd Saturday of every month at 6209 County Road 579 (Mango Road, north of Interstate 4, e,Pt
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For Registration Information Call
For more information call (813) 272-5680 or visit »'Ww.billsboroudtOOunty.or&/solidwaste. Glil:k
.
on "Household Chemicals & Electronics Collection." . .
.
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Keynote ' Speaker
f>. r<;>fe~.s~r . L~urence H. We~ley ·._· cz
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Miracles Barber & Beauty Academy·1 0224· North 30th Street
(81 3) 972-2895 ..
.
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North Tampa: Bible Based Fellowship• 4811 Ehrlich Road
.
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. (81~) 264-4050
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Local

R-eaders Talk About What Thev Want lett Behind In 2008
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

cuts for the rich resulted in
huge bills for our ·great
~
grandchildren to pay.
C(
This· is the time of year
Deregulation gave us a globO when pe<)ple evaluate their
. 0
al financial crisis, tainted
. W lives .and resolve to make
food, and soon more ho~e. =~ - Changes fotthe better. Some
less than ever -before.
VOW to lose weight, others
' "In Florida, Jeb's $20 bil- .
commit to ma~ing per8Qnal
·lion in taK cuts sucked .t he
,sacrifices,··._~nd -others ·want .. 'behind the diffiallt. financial · ' lifeblood out -of the St'a te ~ ;~ ~· .per~entage_ of Americans.
·· ' to -spen'd m~re time with : · _c hallenges our com~uni~y,, . :- , and 1eft it almost broke;" . · .,: _ .u_ne~pfoyed. has _. "truly .
their families;
·. · country, and the_ world ·lias_
· · . __caused, a .tragic for many of .
-·• ~-keeping with .the tnldi- . , .: ba~ to endure in the past '
. . -·oUr Citizens of these great ··
tion o'f making ·New Yeal''s ·- · .. year.• It is iny desit'e -that .
- ·:- . .'~: United·States." ·
resolutions, the Sentinel
2009 brings· much better
.
· talked with some people
times starting on January
who plan to -stick to their
20th and continuing for the
guns! Below are some of the _ rest of the year.llappy New
things they want to leave
Year to all and the best in
behind in 2008.
your aspirations and resolu-:
tions."
Ms. Carolyn Collins
said, "I would love to say
'my, weight, my hypertension, and my aging conBob Buckhorn said, "For
me the pain and uncertainty
cerns.' But those things I am
able to address with prevenof the economic meltdown of
2008 would be a pleasure to
tive measures that will min~
imize their risks or emphaleave behind. You can see
5!
a:
sis their values.
the anxiety and.Jlpprehenu..
Billy Wheeler said, "I
"1 will enter 2009 with the
.
sion
in the faces of virtually
0
audacity ·.of HOPE and
· everyone and it has -had a
Ms. Margaret Butler
z want to leave behind any
< infertile behaviors and ways said, "I hope to leave this CHANGE that my people very real and sometimes
will learn to use the internal . devastating impact on this
high mortgage behind in '08
~ - of thinking that prevent me
drive for_ DEMAND · for
· community and this counand see a reduced mortgage
0 from doing ;my best. I want
RESPECT for · themselves . . .try~"
f/)
to live:- the life ·God says .I
in '09."
w can:~py·New Year." ·
and for others. Thus, 'I will ./ .
:
.·
.
:::»
be able to. leave "defend ·and
t- :
· compensate" for .unlearned
>
'
.. a: .
and acquired actions in the
w
locked luggage of 2008."
·> ·

th~ysupport-tbem in athlet- -~ ·
''ics. :U the .parents' total
. focus is on· sports, then · it's
no wonder our :Children are
· failing - the- F¢AT and other •
required .tests~"

Ms. Khaliah Fleming
said, "I would love to leave
behind stress. I would love
.to wake up each day know. ing that I have done all that
I· can do .in all aspects of my
life . .This: way I will eliminate.self"C,reated stress."
.

w
0

w

l:

' fl)

Keto N. H.o dges said, "I
would
like to -· leave behind
. ID .
.Howard :Harris said,- .
Attorney Clinton Paris
the; feat,. _self-doubt, self.:· ~ :
Ms. Janelle McGregor
"Unfortunately we ·cannot ,
'. said, "I am looking forward · .. ~'hate, -in~~ritf ..and ·1ack of
z said, !'As Hravel into 2009 I
leave the Bushes' dastardly " ·· · ·. ·
;· . ._;
to le.aving the doom and .... . self-cotdidence that plagues :
· .· t= · hope -to ·. exchilnge this bur- ·· deeds ·behind in 2009. ··
~
.g loom of 2008 behind and
us as'-.Bi~u:k. pec)ple in 2008~ George and Jeb Bushes'
"· ~ - denaome:luggage filled with
looking forward ·to · new-·::·._;_ ... .t \van~ tny -people to team _
_, resentment for maybe jilst a
·buzzards coming home to · · -·Ms. Gwen Miller said. •t ·; opportunities and prosperity . . how .to support each other .
· :::» carry-on because let's face it, · roost are the reasons that · would like to .leave behind " th·at awaits · in 2009.
whether:Bbnpping at a local
• Iii' some-things-take
time
to get.
the United States and • all of the 'disappointments ._
Changes bestqw opportunity
Black business. voting for
.
.
.
w · over. .. · ·. ,.
Florida are in such dire · . ·a bout the economy that we ' on those that seek it out."
strong Black .politicians, or
z · Dr. ·oeorge Foxx said,
straights. The Bushes gave . : faced this year. I went to Dr. Walter Smith said;
re"buildiilg institutions of
make the city a better place
i= "As 'the · adage goes: Out
us what they told us we
"If there is one thing I would
the Black ~mmunity :
with the -old arid in with the
wanted -- taK cuts and .. for everyone· to Hve in the
like to leave behind is the
"There are many more
NewYear."
.
.
0
new. I would like to leave
deregulation. These tax
attitude of African American
battles to frght and we CAN
Donald Dowridge said,
parents that sports is more
change our lives for the betC3
"I would love to see the eco- .. important than education. I
ter .... In short, we CAN
nomical downturn of 2008
a:
would like for them to supchange our world and make
0
quickly dissipate. Reading
port their children in their
a positive difference in the
...J
and seein~ rep_o rts of a 6.7
u..
academics just as much as
lives of our people!"
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_Sper;lal Uve Perfonnances By: •
Derek Smith •:•.'
FranCine Jones
Michelle Dix
· latonya Riley .
Qne Accord · '·
.• • , Frontline . ..
.
:
~ Daughter Of Humility
..;. • • Nadaleen Guenier ·
Melvin & Michelle ·
Genya
·
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By:

Randall c Of WTMP 1150/96.1 And

Yvonne Carr

Januarv 10,2001 •&:00 e1.

St. John Progressive M. B. Church
250~ Chipco Ave ..• Tampa, FL 33605
GSH Gospel Mu.slc 1oth Annual Awards And
Book Stipend Show. Come One, Come All And
Enjoy The Music Of God, Featuring Artists.
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Popular Minister Visits New Year's Eve
During ChurCh Revival. Fire Displaces
.
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. Senior Pastor of Bible-Based ·
Fellowship of Temple Terrae~
.

.

Pastor Emeritus and Retired Pastor ·
· ofTrinity United Chnfch of Christ,
Chicago, Illhiois
·

1 .

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
·Sentinel City Editor
A popular Chicago, Illinois minister wjll conduct services at a local church during the week.
His visit is a part of the church's l;!cture,
preaching, ~d revi*.al seiies. ·::
·
On Sunday, Re-Verend Jeremiah Wright;
Pastor Emeritus .and Retired Pastor of.Trinity
United. Church of Christ, Chicago, Illinois, conducted· the u:·:a:m.; services at Bible-Based
Fellowship of Teinple Terrace as part of the .
series. ·He will also conduct servic'es ··on .
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday night~.- respectively beginn_ing at 7 p.m.
_.. . ..
:i':'X, . Reyerend:E~l. ~·Mason, Senior Pastor of~ ·
· · 'the:_church said, "We are s~ng the yeai: off r~i:-g-h-t with Rev. W-r-i-g-h~t. He is -here as
part of our lecture, preaching, and revival series
·. where we celebrate our heritage thJ;oughout the
year.".
·
· . ,_.. The Bible-Based Fellowship Church concept
' came into existence ·nearly 21 years ago by Rev.
Earl 'Masomand Rev. Art Jones. The Qrigi., nal church is located in Carrollwood. ·
·.· Eleven years ago, Rev. Masomestablished
t!le Bible-Based Fellowship Church of Temple
Terrace.' Rev. Mason said, "Rev. Wright has

.been a part of our ministry since its inception.
We are not doing anything differently than in
the past. All we are doing is worshipping. So I
don't quite understand why all of the hype. His
(Rev. Wright's) being here has nothing to do
:with·anything except worshipping. He is not a
clown, he is a preacher and this is not a circus,
·
this is a worship service~" . "
Rev. Wright retired from Trinity United
Church of Christ in eady 2008 'after serving as
.· its senior pastor for 36 years. During his tenure
. as the church's religious leader, the congrega. tion grew from 250 ·to more than 8,500 members.
.-' . Rev. Wright is -the recipien_t of the
-~Rockefeller-Fellowship. He nas beeri.presented
severi honorary doct.o rate degrees :and was
named one of Ebony magazine's top ·15 ministers:·.. . · . ·
. . ..:..:.·---: . ·: :.'~ ~~ _·,_ \ ·
· Rev. Wright af~~#~~e~pastor of
President-Elect Barack Obaina until last
year when Presi.dent-Elect Obama resigned
from ·the church after segments of Rev.
. Wright's sermcms were. viewed as too controversial. .
.
. . . . . .,
Rev. Wright is married to Mrs. Ramah
Reed Wright and is the father of 4 daughters
and 1 son.

Saint James A. M. E. Church Of Progress Village :

... ..

5202 86th Street • Tam·pa, Florida 33619

~

Tuesday
. .
January 6, 200_9 .·
7 P.M. ~ ·
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· : Pastor- : ,.
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Tampa Fire Marshal investigators look over what's l~ft of
the home of Willie Mae Grose after a New Year's Eve fire
deStroyed the _Sulph~r Springs home. ··
·
•.i · ·
,..

~-

:":ll

. . . 't

· On · December 31st at 6:22 a.m., Tampa Fire R~scue . ~nits
responded to a house fire at 8610 North. 17th Street in Sulphur
Spring&. When the units arrived, they reported flames coming
.
·
.
from a single-story house.
Investigators from the Tampa Fire Marshals Office determined
that as many as 5 people lived in the house, but no one was in the
house when the fire started.
.
The homeowner, Ms. Willie Mae Grose, told investigators
before the fire started, the lights inside· the home fliCkered, and
she suspected an electrical problem started the fire.- . · .
Investigators have determined the fire started from an electrical
problem with -a ceiling fan in a back bedroom ...The fire·destroyed
occupantS are'presently
staying~th ~latives~
the houSe. The
.
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Police Warn Communitv·
About Couhterteit rt1onev

St Pete Businesswoman With Tampa -

Ties Dies After Banle With cancer

~~ BY GWENDOLYN HAYES

c
en
w

Sentinel Editor

:l
1-

A St. Petersburg busi-_
nesswoman with Tampa
ties died New Year's Eve in
her sleep after a battle
with breast cancer . She
was 46 years old.
Lorian S. Williams,
President of Chaslo
This is one of the counterfeit bills recently passed to the
Merchandise
&
· _ Sentinel. The $to bill looks real, but was determined to be
Promotions, Inc., which she
counterfeit after tested with the markers designed to detect
founded in 1994 in St.
counterfeit money.
·
Petersburg, -died
in
'!'his past weekend,
weeks, .the ·sentine-l has
Jacksonville, where she
members of the Tampa
received three bills that
had gone in recent months
to be near her family.
Police Department arrestproved to be counterfeit:
"If ever there was a coned a woman and charged
One ofthe .bills was-passed
sultant who could make a her with uttering counter- :
in· the office and the two -difference, Lorian was the
feit money. The investiga- . others w~re given __to dis-·
> : person. We truly lost an tiori _ led police to the .:=c. tributors.
. - ~ angel in her," ~tated
woman's father, who was "" Ms. Janelle McGregor,
0: Henry Ballard; Minority
also arrested. . spokesperson :-· for the
u. Business Manager for the .
_.
WRIAN
S.
WILLIAMS
·
According
to
police,
Ms.
.Tampa Police Department.
· C Office of Supplier Diversity Lisa
Work
allegedly
said. if anyone comes in
~ for the School-District of
passed
a
counterfeit
,$20
contact-with
money _that
> = Hillsborough County.
her, a sad~ess ·comes over
Mrs. Doretha Edgecomb
while
.. visiting . a ... does _not app~ar re81; that
~ Ballard added that so
who worked closely with - . me. She had such profes. en many vendors benefite-d
Channelside business. An , · person should _~ontact .law _
Ms. Williams on ·several
sionalism and great skills
w from :her hard work. She
projects, said~he was ·"lit- - in how she worked with our
employee alerted :law . enforcement and file . a
~ took ~ur dealings with ven- _·erally shocked when I got Office of Supplier Diversity ·, .:enforcement :a.nd -- Ms. . J)olice
~
dors from thousands of dolthe news about her death. . and Henry Ballard.
-Work was· taken into ~us"If you receive a counter- ~ Iars' tO millions of do_Uars,"
Personally, I will miss her.
Age is not a determinant
tody. She was charged
feit bill, it's be~t that yoo
· w . he said. "She believed .that ·_ _about death, but you think
She was such a gracious
with
Uttering
A
Forged
.
don't
get it back. If possiQ brothers -' and . sisters
of her as being. so young.
person."
Instrument and organized · ble get as much informa·- ~ ' de~rved an equal chance." .
Even as I've driven around
Not only did Ms.
frattd
less thari $20000. ·..tion -atX,ut the person who ·
en
School
Board
member,
today
and
just
thought
of
Williams
coordinate
; :;
_.Purig.g the subsequent ,
.. CD
events for Hillsborough
investigation, poliee· gath.. ~- gave the bill to you as j>os:l
County, she hosteq and
ered information that.lead
sible and make a police
~
coordinated many others,
.z
them -· to .her ' father,
r~port. This will "help law
- t= .
like the ' Millionaire
TimQthy Work, who . enforcement track ·t he per·w
"Herstory Brunch".. to·ce1e~ ': - _reportedly gave her the ~ .:.-soh down/ But, under no
brate African America-n
::::;) •
bill. As a result o( the ...- cir~uin~tances sho~ld you
· IIJ
female business owners.
investigation, polica seiz~ :. .. pass th~ _hill on tO anyone
Ms. Wfiliams has a son,
w
. 93_counterfeit $20 that
else," she said. . · ·
·z
Chas, 17, who is~ up and.
were reportedly in Work's
· 'A spokesperson for the · _
t=
coming disc jockey using
zw
possession. _
· U. S. Secret Service said ..
the
name Shure Fire. He
en
He ,faces several charges
anyone coming in con,tact
was featur-e d in -- the
<1:
including
forging
bank
with
countErrfeit ,~oney .
.Q
Sentinel last year. _
bills, possession often or
should ·surrender the
Funeral ·services for Ms. .
0
more counterfeit bills,· and
- .. .-. . . ··
· -'
William~ :are .being held in
. . ·fi ed b'll
, .. money to law enforcement..
u.
u ttenng a org
1 .
_
·
· .
.: ..
_Jacksonville on Saturday,
8t<;;ry is not wiiq~e· .. . ··. The person wiU:not be
January lOth, 11 a. m. at
in the Tampa Bay area, ·
given replacemen~ fuilds, Em·anu~l
Missionary
and' counterfeit money is
but can obt~n llaperwo~~ ·1
Baptist Chuich,'2407 S. L.'
being passed throughout . ' to show i t as - ' lo~s: dn
Badger Jr. Circle E.
the commun.ty. ·In recent' :. . Income tax fo~s, Sh~ ·said;
In add~tion to her son, _.'
. ' . '__:;'':i,.,..)·~~-····""-,~~;}~, ~-<,; :it:-~ _-:
) she is also survived by her
- · mother,
··Jeanette
; Solomon ~d 5 ~ib~~;,.,
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Retired
Rimers
. .,
·:.{·,· .. . .,: ';;': . ··;
·.; ·.,~ ~· =~~~·

.· o

..
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·;~~~

._ . _ The·'12-yelir 'Anniversary · ·. · Luncheon Will be 'held
· Friday, January 9, 2009 at
· the Golden Corral on 56th·
St. The Retired Rattlers of ·
· Florida A&M University
will meet at 11 a. m. - 1 p.
m. Each one is. asked to
. bring one to the luncheon
· and all activities.
Mary Whi.te·Darby and
· Lucille Niles Franklin,
co-Ch8irpersons...
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All ct.oJni Are waiMI'I'IA .

. To_Come .Perfonn 2 sei1Bctitt>~~

.. ~·

ID~Y,- JANUARY .~e,·
·.@ -7:00 P.M. ...:
·

RSVP By Calllllg 813--737-32-40

.

Or 813--759-8197 BVJanU!lJY 12; 2009
'Please Leave A I:Setalled ~ . .
If No Answers ·
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Daughters 01 Diversitv FamiiV Fun Feast

~<

The Daughters of Diversity #200 gathered at the 29th Street Open Air Market to feed the community. That
event was part of their giving back to tbe community, especially the homeless population. In addition to food,
there were several other fun events. (Photos by Brunson)
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·1·9~~- ROME: AVENUE
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L~tex Flat White Paint.':~ ... :·. :: ~-~ ~~$5.99 pl. . ~

011 Outside White.Painl .........$14.90 gal
Roller Pan Sel~ ................. ~ ..... $3.49 ea. ,
3"8
. rus hes............................-.....~ ... 99¢ ea.. ..
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'A Chanue Has Come' Roundtable Discussion
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TECO on the campus of · President-elect Barack
Obama campaigned and
the University of"South
Florida. Rob Lorei of - what to expect from his
presidency.
WMNF community radio
. Members of the panel
station was the facilitator.
The discussion centered
included Dr. Edward
Kissi, Dr. Eric Duke, Dr.
on the issues on which

The University of South
FJorida Department of
Africana Studies and the
Institute on Black Life presented "A Change Has
Come," a roundtable discussion, a held in the

TOM McGUCKEN

.

~

"

Dawood Sultan, all
Assistant Professors; Ms.
Cynthia Smith and Ms.
Kristen Kowzan.
Program participants
were:
Ms. . Kendra
Bryant, Dr. Deborah

Plant, Chair, Africana
Studies; - Dr. Cheryl
Rodriguez, Director,
Institute on Black Life;
and 'Reginald Eldridge.
(Photos ·. by
Jerry
Brunson) · ·

Irina Ramirez and Dr. Roy Kaplan-were among those at the
roundtable discussion.
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Students Khadjah Bey, Damaun Sims, Tawana Cooper and Cardia Bell att~ded the discU;SSion.
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Spoken Word~~ p~~ed by Kendra N. Bryant, Ph.D. stu~
dent in English Literature, and Reginald Eldridge, Master's
strident in ¥H~a Studies.
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,Irrigation, Ground Covers ·
Native Wildflowers
Vines, Shrubs, Hanging
Baskets, Potting Mixes, Special Fertilizers And Sprays
Popular Growing Containers And Large Planters! .
FREE Tech Support
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Pictures From The Past
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Sisters Wilma and Gail Gordon smiled for the ca'inera in this
photo from the past.

In this beautiful picture from the past are James Gant, B. G. Sayles, Dr. H. J8rnes Green, S.
Meredith Mosely, and Dr. Evelyn Sharp.
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In this photo from the past are instructors teaching a class
. . in employment. How' many faces do you. recognize?

·

New York Jets running
back Thomas Jones clarified on Friday his critical
-comments of earlier this
week on Brett Favre, saying he would expect the
record-setting quarterback
to answer questions' the
' .. T. JONE~ vs. B. FAVRE .
·same way about him if he
had performed-poorly.
Hot 97 F:M wasn't to talk
"I've got -most re~pect for
about Favre or the Jets
Brett," Jones. said in an
but to promote his Iiiusic
interview on ESPN's "First
business.
Take." "He's one of the best
. "I didn't go ·up there [to]
quarterbacks of all time.
participate in Brett Favre
'
He's.,a
great teammate, you
questions," he said; "So
know, he brought a ·Jot to - ' when she asked me the
our team this year."
.
question about intercep. · Jones said his aim in
- tions, I answered it, as far
doing a radio interview
a8 how I felt from the game
Tuesday with New York's ·_ -the Miami game:" ·

Favorites To Miss
·super Bowl

As a kick returner, the
This year's Super Bowl
will be played right here in
Tampa junior set a division
Tampa at Raymond James
season record for combined
JERODMAYO
Stadium. Two of Tampa's
kick returns with 1,583
yards and six to~chdowns ..
favorites won't be in the
NEW YORK . ....:.__ Jerod
Sup·e r Bowl. The city's
Vann's accomplishments
Mayo firmly answered
favorite football team, the
are a tribute to his hard
everyone who criticized the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
work and dedication, a tribPatriots for taking him with
blew their chance to play in'
·ute to F AMU and Howard
the lOth pick in April's
the Super Bowl by losing
W. Blake High School,
draft by winning 'The
- their last four games in a
·Associated Press 2008 NFL
Congratulations to Mr.
Defensive Rookie of the
row.
Vann and his family.
Year award.
The Bucs have nobody to
Mayo was·a nearly unaniblame but themselves. All
Tampa Hoops Classic
mous -choice, earning 49 of
~ they had to do was win one
Is Big Time
50 votes Wednesday from a
Q
of their last four games.
Tampa basketball fans
nationwide panel of sports
ii:
Teny Dungy,.the city's _need to know that they
writers and broadcasters
u. favorite NFL coach won't
have a pearl of a high
who cover-the league. He
~ · be in the Super Bowl · . school basketball to_u rnawas the outstanding per~ either. Dungy and his .
ment right here in Tampa
former on a linebacking
~ - Indian_apolis Colts have
and under their nose. The
corps that often struggled
Q · nobody to blame but themduring New Englfmd's -11-5
selves.
·. ·. .tournament is known as
When the Indianapolis
season, leading .the team in
::l
·Wherein the Bucs didn't
· The- MacDonald Tampa·
Colts conclude their season, . . -tackles .
. - -~ . even make the'playoffs, the
Hoops Classic. It is quickly
coach Tony Duitgy inte~cls ;:.:~ :
~ u: · Colts did;. but b)ew . a lead ·.. b.ecoming one .of the top
to spend .the first full week''
~ · and played poor defense,
holiday basketball toumaof his offseason deliberating' · ~ .
. •.W . costing them a game. The
ments in the country. The .•
'whether to ' return or' retire ' ie_s ults are ~at .p.ei~er .the: · tournament features some
from the NFL.
·; l: Tainpa Bay Buc~ nor·.coach :.
of ihe top basketball 'teams
"I've really enjoyed the
-. en TonY. Dungy .Will be. in.the · . and players in the country
Season," said Dungy, who
~:; iii . Super"Bowl 'iii Tampa at '·- 5 as well as some of the top
acknowledged ha~g threetime league MVP Peyton
~ ; Rayniond James Stadium.
teams and players in the
Manning at quarterback
. z The New York Giants, State ofFlorida.
and a team with 12-wm tal. 1:: C~rolina -- .~·:-· '. Panthers, . For four days, basketball
ent makes leaving difficult.
: ~ Tennessee : ,· : Titans,· - fans had the_ chance to
"It was really a unique chalTONY DuNGY · ':.' ~..;;
· ...1 ' B~timore R!lvens and the
watch some of the best baslenge to be 3-4 and then see
· ~:::-.~ ':~
P~iladelphfa Ea·gles a~l
.k.etbllll in the country. This
our team really come
Dungy to coach the C~ts
, · ..:. . have very good chances of . year's tournament had
tOgether the way that it has
.this season. Dungy praised
·- ·~ nuik~~~- it to the'-Super
teams from Cincinnati,
the owner for an imamnato make the playoffs."
BowL ·
OH, Chicago, IL, New
Dungy said when he
tive solution. It let 'him
-w
·· ·
·
York, NY, Ft. Lauderdale
leaves
the
NFL
he
will
do
so
leave
the Colts after Friday
- 110
Former·· Yellow Jacket
v, · and Orlando, as well as
MARK INGRAM
with
the
expectation
of
afternoon
practice and be in '
~ -c · - ~es~American
t 1 t d t
fr
g . ·· Former Howard W. Blake
some a en e eams om
-".
never returning. That's the
Ta:Qlpa in time for kickoff.
Dungy then returne_d to
NEW YORK -- Former · · · reason he wants to take his
u: · star Leroy_ Vann and now
Hillsborough·County.
· New York Giant Mark
time, preferring to make a
oversee the Colts' final
Fl~r~da A&M Univ_e rsity .
For the second year in a
- was arrested in ··
logical choice rather than·
game preparations each
· "f; Joot~aJl star· has ' been ·· row, Orl~ndo's ·OlyJDpia · Ingram
Michigan,
nearly
a
month
an
emotional
decision
he
weekend.
- ·
. named 'an' All-American.
won the ~two-year old tourafter he disappeared on the
·
The ~'9", 185-pound comernament. In· the future, all
day he was scheduled to
might later regret.
Dungy said he never felt
begin serVing a prison sen..
Dungy has taken this · -fatigued·from the travel or
back/kick .1eturner was
basketball fans should
tence for bank fraud and
same approach the past
thought it compromised the
· · namec:\'to the Walter Camp
schedule some. time · to
money
laundering.
four
years.
Each
time,
Colts.
N.QAA _ Pivision · · lA ·· check out this tournament,
U.S._
marshals
tracked
the
Dungy
acknowledged,
he
..
' Dungy COI:J,ceded he was .
;. Subdiv~sion .All-American
which begins the day after ·
retired wide receiver to a
began the playoffs witlJ_ the · close to retiring after the.
,. te~Up. ".,;. · · .:i:<:.
·.,,. ,;;,1 Christmas.
hotel room in Flint, Mich.,
belief he would retire at the · Sup_e r -B«?wl victory two ...
.·. ..
:
}. .
after
a
manhunt
that
began
end
of the postseason. But ~: year-s ago bu~ .deeided he
:·~~.
'' . '
when
he'
failed
t!)
tum
up
at
he
has
changed his mind ' wanteQ to try to defend the .
::-:;':! .:
.. "/ :'j\. ' " ' ,"''
,_.
•''
. ·a federal < prison in
each time.'
-.. . . .
· . ·~hauipion'spip_. : His wife,- '
: Kentucky_on Dec. 5. i
Dung,- said ._he ._wo~ld . .. L&uren, also ccmvinced him ..
· · . A spokesman for the
almost ce~y-be quitting ·;:,._ to' keep c~achirtg duJing' a-' Marshals Service in New
if this year's experiment of .', . recent off season beca\ise of' .
Timothy ·Hogan, . ·the Colts providing~ a ·pri~'~· : : his vow· nevel' to·;return.-->
.. ,~..TU. .~_.o. . A_Y,_._·(·.:.·.·-~_.f:·"_(:.
:·O·· :.. ·,-·
· ·. . :,·:~ ·.; · i, .:·.·. _, York,
~~:,_;..,~ . •. ~.Y~~-_-~-.r_-.:,.:_:_.:s
.~ ~
~·~~~ ·\ . •- suuDAY
I ~ :T. ~ .' ·::;.:~.:;" ··4: .~}
sa.id Ingra1ft .w as atrestedvate plane for hilJl to use to . ' ; DUno said his'wife'.&enSed :. .
Friday without incident.
. travel frOm. Indianapolis to . . the game was nOt eomplete- ·, ·
' AFC-.Jan.10~· ~~30 p.m. . NFC-Jan.11"'-1 p.m.
,._
The hotel wasn't far. from
Tampa for .his ·so~·~ high
· ly out of. his system.- She ···:
·.. Baftlmore @·Tenntlll!t · Philadelphia@ N,Y. Giants
Ingram'• home · in · Grand
school football games· had
told him
twb years- that ·,y
. ·: . <· "'{ ' :' . : _. . . . ''
' ''
' -~ .
· Bl:~~~ho has ~een in.
not gone so smoothly. Eric
. he'd want to,£oach,-and
NFC- Jan. 10"' •.8:1'5 p.
AFC- Jan~
4:45 p. m.
and out of jail since his
will be a s&Diorlumt . theri 'they would' would _b,
-~ Arizona @ Caronna·
San D~ego @ Pittsburgh
. playing career ended in
·' year, and Dunl)' said the
confronting limited '()ptions, '
. .
~
.
.
arrangement is workabJe
not to meniion being forCed .
1996,. pleaded guilty in 2005
. A~C ~ NFC Championship Games- JANUARY 18"'
to cashing counterfeit
and will not be an overrid· ~-.- tb put together. a different
checks and launderi,ng
ing factor in his decision. ' .
coaching staff and likely not
money he believed to be
Th~t. was among. the
be with a team like the
proceeds from narcotics
inducements owner Jim
Colts that is ' a peren~ial .
deals.
Irsay offered to convince
Super Bowl contender. · · ·

Dunuv~considers ,

leaving ·NFL For Good-··
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. James, who re-emerged
-as the Cardinals' feature
back j n the regular-season
-·fi.nale after weeks of pass
blocking and bar~ly touch- .
ing the football, told '
· report.e rs Thursday that
· his last game of the season
will probably be his last in
Arizona- ~d that's OK .
-"I think the feeling is ·
mutual," he said, laughing.
"It's not something I'm ·-going to contest."
. However, Jfl.mes; who ·
EDGERRIN JAMES
had 14 carries for 100 _
yards' in _the final regular- -.
James told ESPN's Bob
season game, has someHoltzman that he won't
thing many · of his -.
return to the NFC West
Cardinals teammates don't
champions next season,
have - playoff experience.
even though he has a year
James, who appeared in
remaining on his contract.
nine playoff games with
"I can't go through this
the Indianapolis Colts, said
again," James told ESPN.
he intends to provide veter"I didn't come here to block.
an leadership during
I'm not an offf~nsive lineArizona's playoffrun.
man."

~
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-Bonds-Undergoes
-Procedure _-

his playing "career this
· year, the Chronicle report- ed, citing a soUrce familiar
,with the operation. With
. the start of spJing training
siX weekS away, baseb~l's
· home ·run king would :not
be fully healed by then, but
could be by Opening Oay ,'
the Chronicle reported. Both -Bonds' agent, Jeff ·
Borris, and Dr. Arthur
Ting, who performed the
1...: :~_ BA.imY BONDS
surgery, refused to comment when reached by the
newspaper.
;, .Th~ S~~-- Francisco
The 44-year-old Bonds,
-Chronicle· · .. reported
who
has a MLB-record 762
Thur~day that Bonds, who .
honie
runs to his credit,
has said he is not -retiring
last
played
in . a _major_
and wants to play· baseball
league
game
on
Sept. 26,
again, under-w.e~t a ·hip
2007, the end to hi~ 15
procedure. . _
·
years as a San Francisco
_Bonds -had the surgery
Giant.
with the ,inten~ of resuming

.· WBATolollk At:

·· HelwWeiuht Title Bout
.

~

• •1' .-_

PANAMA CITY - The
opinion."
WBA is reviewing Nikolai _-.-- __ One judged scored the
Valuev's · win
over
' b~tit " in Switzerland - a
Evander Holyfield by • - draw· the ·others · had
, majority de?sion. in a_De,c.
Valu~v winning :116-112
and il5- 1i 4. .. . . .. , .
20 heavywet~ht ~1tle bout'..
• Th- . ,:;· ·' :. •· ld
. The orgamzatton says u1
a statement on its Web site
, e _ 4 u-yea~-o
dated- ~onday that it has · . ~olyfield: was att~mpting
- ordered a panel ofjudges to
·to become the oldest hee.vy-_
study the video of the fight.
weight to win a major belt.
r The WBA says it "always
The 7-foot Valuev is the
cares about and respects
tallest and heaviest cham- .
the fans' and the media's
pion.
1:_,

JAMES HARRISON
NEW YORK - James
Harrison slams down the current version of the Steel ·
Curtain better than any
Pittsburgh Steeler, earning _
him The Associated Press
2008 Defensive Player of -the Year award.
_The linebacker who had '·
a career-high 16 sacks, setting a team record, and led
the NFL with a career-high ·
seven forced fumbles, beat
Dallas' DeMarcus Ware
in balloting by a nation- _
- wide panel of 50 sports .
writers and broadcasters
announced
Monday.
Pittsburgh defense was the
league's stingiest in total ·
defense. pass defense and
_points allowed. Harrison
- was its main hammer.

Rlsan-Pavs $8_
5
Fine, ~elea.se_d .
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SHAMARRA':.:;,~\~

Let~
~ck
and eyes

off
wide open. OtherWtae, . you11 ml~- 1hli_ ,_
week's Beauty Unlimited feature, Shamarra~This :
young lady enjoys greetlrig.and _meeting new ~
people, and her friends are aiways -In the_rt_
ght-·'
place at the right time. Shamarra wants__- to ·
become a household name_h'l the future, :a-nCi .
enjoys dancing· and modeling~ Her P&rso_n~l~ ·.
warms every room she enters, and: the man ~- In ~her life must be strong, handsome, _ambitio~s~ .
and respectful. Congratulations to Shamarra- as .this week's Beauty Unlimited feature.
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ANDRE RISON

SAN ANTONIO
Retired NFL receiver
Andre Rison was arrested
and cited for public intoxication after an early-morning disturbance at a San
Antonio hotel.
The former five-time Pro
Bowl player was arrested
shortly after 2 a .m .
Monday, police spokeswoman Sandy Gutierrez
said Tuesday. Police were
called to the hotel after
Rison and a friend caused
a scene at the Crown Plaza
Riverwalk, the San Antonio
Express-News reported on
its Web site.
. He paid an $85 fine for
the misdemeanor offense
and was released, police
said.
Rison won a Super Bowl
with the Green Bay Packers
in · 1997 and played for
seven NFL teams. His best
year was with Atlanta in
1993, when he had 1,242
yards and 15 touchdowns .
He how holds football
camps around the country.
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Entertainment
.i

Will Smith Voted 2008's
Top
Monev-Making
Movie Star
,.
.·

_

·:

Friday of movie theater
owners and film buyers.
Smith, 40, is only the
second African-American
actor to win the Quigley
poll in its 76 year history ..
Sidney Poitier was
placed first in 1968 after
the .s ucce'ss of · "Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner"
and ''In. the Heat of the
Night."
The Quigley Poll has
been conducted ev~ry year .
since 1932 .bythe publishers of the.International
Motion -Picture Almanac.
It asks movie theater owners and film b_uyers to vote .
for the . 10 stars they
believ~ generated the most
box office revenue for their
theaters during the yefir.
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WILL SMITH .

. LOS ANGELES
Actor Will Smith, star of
"Hancock" and · "Seven
Pounds", was voted the top
money-making movie star
~ of ~ 20~8, ' deth~onirig
C Johnny Depp. in an
annual poll_ released on
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Scheduled For.
John Travolta's Son ·;
' ~-

' ,, ,'

'
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,. I'

JOHN TRAVOLTA
And Son •JE1T
'~ . .

.~

r

LOS ANGELES -- An
autopsy . on
John ·
Travolta's son 1 Jett, was
scheduled to take place on
Monday.
Two U.S.-certified pathologists will be flown in from _
Nassau to perform the ·
autopsy to ensure accuracy
of the results.. A possible
cause of death could be
released by the end of
Monday.
One .of Travolta's attorneys told reporters that it's ·
likely Jett's body will be
flown back . t'o Florida,
where the 16 year old will
be buried. His mother is
actress Kelly · Preston,
who's been married to
Travolta since' 1991. The
couple own a · home in
Ocala, Florida.

,Coroner Rules .
Ore Son's Death
· AHeroin 0.0.

.: _ :. ;!·:: . .:' . '· .

Rapper DMI Guiltv·Of Drug .
And Theft Charges · ·~-~ ,
.,·:-:.'

answer to a prayer.
·>
"We teach school all day
·w ..
and fundraise_ at night," .
. said Clark, who fuids pri::::t: ·
(/)
'·vate 'donors to pay most of .
:::i·
·. the $i4;000 annual tuition
lXI .
;:::)'
Dr~
fp! each student, "T~ have
·a.
.
an
..
unsolicited
gift
come
·z
~ like that is incredible." ~. . · .
;::::
w
·
~- :\Clark ·surpris~d h~·mti:..
...J·
. ...J
· d~nts With tlie-:news ofthe .
::::)
lXI ,
donation in a gathering at
I
...J
·the
.. south Atianta school.
w·
The
children, parent~ · and
z
OPRAii WINFREY
;:::: ·.
.teachers erupted in deaf~ ..,~£i .: .-~ .,L-~:
~~
ening cheers when he
showed off the check.
ATLANTA .:..:..:. A letter
C§ ·. r~m~ .:Qprah·~ Winfrey ·. · Several cried ·at the
news.
· ···
~ ~e.~~e'q'.l~-~~ the ':Woilfs
The
donation,
. which
~ ~~~t- · Chri~tmas present ~ likely
'will
go
to"
scholaruntil .'teacher Ron Clark
DR.DRE
ships for students, wo'uld
noticed ' an ~xtra piece · of
pay .for 26 ·children to
paper flutter out of the'
LOS ANGELES
attend the school for one
· envelope.
_
Doctors have weighed in' on
year . .
the death of Dr. Dre's son.
That's when·the Atlanta
Twenty-year-old Andre
In her letter, to Clark,
educat9r _saw .the $365,000 '
Young
Jr. died of an acciWinfrey
_call~
him
a
role
~heclt for .t he innovative . ·
dental
overdose
of heroin
private school he opened in·· ·. model and applauds the
and morphine, according to .
one of the city's poorest·.' "profound difference you're
a spokesman for the Los
making with your· passion ·
neighborhoods in .2007. It
Angeles County Cqroner's
was;.qufte literally; an
. Office ..
f~~ teaching." · ~ . , . . .
. The case.was subsequent- ·
ly closed after the young
man's death . was ruled an
accident. '
Young's mother, Jenita
Porter, found him unconscious in his bedroom in
their Woodland Hills, Calif.,
home on the morning of
Aug. 23. Paramedics pronouned him dead at the
scene.
. .,
· Porter told authorities
that her son had been out
with friends, but ' that she
heard him snoring in · his
• room at around 5:30 a.m.

51 -

~

PHOENIX - DMX has
reached a plea deaf on mule
tiple drug possessim~, ·thef1;
and . animal
cruelty
charges.
..
The rapper (real name:
Earl Simmons) plead
guilty last Tuesday to one
misdemeanor count of animal ' cruelty,. oiiE:f felon.y
com).t · of theft, and one
com# each of felony possession' of ma:dJuana and a
narcbtic drug.
D.MX, who appeared in
hand'cuffs and wearing a
blaok-and-white striped
pris~n uniform, is expected
to receive a minimum 90day ~ail sentence as well as
probation. under terms of a
plea: agreement, according
to tpe Maricopa County
attorney's office. He will
remain in the ~ounty jail
until his sentencing and
won~t be given credit for
time' served.
·.A: Maricopa . County
Sup~rior qourt commis-

! . --.;

DMX

sioner has s.et a sentencing
Jlearing for Jan. 30.
Additional charges will
be dismissed then.
As part of the plea agreement, DMX cannot own
any animals, possess
firearms and must atterid
an animal offender treatment program. If he' vio·lates probation, he could be
sentenced to niore· than 10
· years in prison.
, t
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WilliaDJ:Ballour··ln·dicted
·av Grand Jurv. For ~-~:-.," ,·_ · · ~
.Huds.on·FaDJilv Murders-~.~
•

· •

William Balfour,
Jennifer · Hudso'n's
·estranged brother-in-law,
was indicted ' on ·three
counts of murder last
Tuesday.
Earlier this month,
Balfour was denied bail
after being charged with
the murders (and one count
·of home invasion) of the
Oscar winner's brother,
Jason Hudson; mother,.
Darnell Donerson; ·and
nephew;· Julian King, in
October. N.o new charges
were brought up on
Tuesday, but a grand jury
must indict the defendant
before the case can go to
trial, a Cook County. state's
. attomey's-"offi.ee spokesperson explained:
.
Balfour denies the
charges and lias pleaded
not guilty. Defense attorney Joshua Kutnick has

By Mamaah
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WILLIAM BALFOUR

argued that there -is no ·
forensic ~VidEmce.to tie him
. to the· cri:i:ne.S:, Balfour
appeared'in co\lri for the
indictment;
where
Ku:tnick asked' that his ·
client be moved to the.Cook -·
County.jail"to .facilitate
communication between
, l&:w1er and defendant.

. . _Mo~~:~;~~ay·
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FREE

Synthetic Hair
Human Hair Available

I

Ask Us About
Our Holiday
Specials!

· We Specialize ln.AII.Kinds OfB~ids .
AddJ:ess: .10020 N. 3()th St. *Tampa, Fl33612

(At Poinsettia Plaza· Behind Busch Gardens
Between Annie &
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We Accept
Credit Cards •
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CJ)

and the entire ·staff at
Fletcher Health Care and
Rehab of Tampa and LifePath
Hospice Staff.
·
The remains will repose
from 4-8 p.m., Thursday,
January 8, 2009, at Ray
. Williams Funeral Home,.301
N. Howard Avenue. The family will receive friends from 67 ·P· m: at the chapel. ··: · ~ _.,
.. ,
Arrangements entnasted to .
. RAYWILLIAMS.FUNERAL .
:·. · HOME, Rhodes & Norther.. , ·
: - · Owners.· ·
,.;_)$•!:; · .''· .'' .-
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" Fu~~ral services fo~ Mrs. ·.
Lucille A. Wright, age 85,:
J. MATHIS
who passed away on
Deeember 1, 1924 _.__ · · ·
MR.
GEORGE
December 30, 2008, at The
'January 7, 1991
R.TURNER
Homegoing services for
Carrollwood Care Center in
Sister Rosa Lee Fowler of
Tampa, will be held
Still loving you, wife, Emma
A homegoing celebration
2919 Chestnut Street, who
Wednesday, January 7, 2009,
L. Mathis, daughter, Tawanda;
service for Mr. George R.
passed away on Sunday,
attoa.m.atTown&Country
and others.
December 28, 2008, were
s. D. A. Church, 4926 Webb Turner, 61, who passed away
at Fletcher Health Care on
held on Saturday, January 3,
Road, Pastor Barry Bonner,
Saturday, January 3, 2009,
2009, at 11 a. m. at Mt.Olive
officiating, with Pastor
will be held Friday, January
AME Church, 1902 W.
Harold Brooks, eulogist.
9, 2009, at 11 a. m. at St.
LaSalle St., Pastor James C.
Interment will be in Rest
John Progressive Missionary
Givins, officiating. Interment
Haven Memorial Park
Baptist Church, 2504 E.
will be held on Tuesday,
Cemetery.
Chipco Street, with Reverend
January 6, 2009, at 1 p. m. at
She was born on January
Dr. Bartholomew Banks, pasRest Haven Memorial Park
1 , 19 22, in Birds Hill
rtor, officiating. Interment
Cemetery.
Clarendon, Jamaica.
0
BERNARD
will follow in Rest Haven
She was born August 18,
She is predeceased by her
:!!
Memorial Park Cemetery.
1920, to the late Walter and
parents, two brothers and an
C. HUNTER
c
Edith Smith. She received . uncle.
Mr. Turner was preceded
1-t-08 .
l>
in death by: his parents,
her education in the schools
She leaves: her husband of
(/J
McKinley, Sr. and Tillie
of Hillsborough County. She
It has been one year sinee a
51 years, Denzil T. Wright; a
m
Turner; a sister, Verna Rose
moved her membership to
daughter, Beverley Newman
drunk driver took your life.
z~
Turner-Richardson;· arid twn
Mt. Olive AME Chul'c'h in
and her husband, Ronald. of
You are deeply missed by
brothers, Walter "Chico Boy"
early 2000.
Springfield, Massachusetts;
those of us that truly loved
m
Turner and
McKinley
She was preceded in death
three grandchildren, Dwaine,
you. You will never be forgott;"
Turner,Jr.
·
by her sister, Peggy Jo Smith.
. Olantugie and Kayla; two
ten.
IJJ
· He was born in Tampa, on
Her memory will be forevgreat
grandchildren,
As you would say, Bernard
c:
March ·15, 1947, and attended
er cherished . by: sons,
Olantugie Newman, Jr, and
C. Hunter .has ever·, never
r
Roose.,.,elt Fowler (Alzada),
Alivia M. Jones.
Dr. A. J. White Training
r
been captured.
.
m
School, Tampa.
·
Lake Helen, Florida, and
Lucille also leaves: a sisLove you, Viko, Evon,
ROBERT 'SMILEY'
:::!
He
leaves
to
-cherish
his
Larry Wayne Fowler, Tampa;
. ter-in-law, Enid of Canada;
Coley, Brigget, Jessica,
-:··. HARRIS . '~'. - z
memory: his sister, Joyce
daughters;
·· . 'There,a
. four nieces, Patricia, Pearl,
Jennifer, family and friends.
Sunrise: 1-5-43 · ::-o~ -a
Turner-Austiri-.(Jolul); careMcClinto~ ·and ·· Rhonda
Jolette and Eugenie; five
.. ·.
? Sunset: 2-28:..99:. ·.;~.;~; c:
giver,
Vera
Cassell;
s~ter-in
Fowler., ·:both ·. of . Ta~pa·; . . nephews; Courtney,_'Patrick,
. ·
.... · :
il . ·
. . >5~~i~.~m
law, · Nicolette · Tur'ne~ ·of
adopted danghter ;~SheryJ · . .Junior, Errol and Leatman; a
Gone,b~t.not forgotten._. > •.' ~
'Chicago, · 'IL; niec~s, ' Tia .
West;" '11 graiidchi:Jd~n;·- M,ark · . . . bos.t of cousins and 'f riends
L'ove, .your wife; K~tilioe v•
Young(Victor), Dr';, Felicia andSonj~ Fow~er;:~atirice : · -as well as, her two Church
' Harr'iii(, l:hildren, Reggie %
..
·A .ustin-Tolliver of·Honston, • ,
Fowler, L•rry :·Fo-~le.K:>' U, ··. ,- families: Shiloh s; D. A. in
Harria,··- Dalondra _ ·Har-riS ~
TX, Gwendolyn Godfr-e y,
David ·Darns, - ~we~~olyn . ·Springfield,- Massachusetts
Council. an·d Eric Harris; ·_;your
Angelina -Smith (Chal'les),
Thompson and -,W en_d olyn . and most recently, Town &
mother,-.Dais)' Thorpe; family · ~
AIKENS
.
Felici,a : Godfrey (Jerry),
Bradfor~; -·a host ·of.. great
Country s. D. A. in Tampa.
and friendS.
.. ;•:: .·." m
.lq~berly Godfrey arid -Sylvia
grandchildren! g~ddat,~ghShe will be greatly missed by
r-~~~~--~~~~·:::a
FUNERAL HOWE
. ters, Arleta Wdlhams and . all. ·
·
·
Godfrey, all of T ·a mpa,
-<
'
~
Beverly .Gale Turner (John),
Carla Warren; brother-inA visitation will be held
Lucllle
Wright
of
Tampa.
·:,·
c:
Brittney Jones, Gerri Turner,
law, John Colema?; -and a
today, Tuesday the 6th day of
m
Anthony M~ck of Tampa.
Verlane Frariklin (John) and
h~st of,other relataves and_
January, 2009, from 4-7 p.
en
Valerie
Cadenhead
(Cornell
c
fnends
. m. at Aikens Funeral Home,
Hunter), all of Chicago, IL;
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME ·
2708 E. Martin Luther King
EVERE
I
I
DERR
&
~
nephews, W. Lee Turner and
Blvd., Tampa.
·
·ANDERSON
l>
Emery
Burnette,
both
of
In lieu, of flowers donaz
Chicago, IL, Robert Austin
FUNERAL HOME
tions and memorials may be
c
(Patsy
Roberts)
of
St.
made to the Town & Country
Petersburg, David Godfrey of
Mr. Homer Lee Cox, 3501
S. D. A. Church Building
:a
Jacksonville, Frederick
. N. Clay Street. .
Fund, P. 0. Box 152455,
c
Godfrey (Cheryl) and Walter
Tampa, 33684.
.
~
Godfrey (Valerie), all of
The funeral cortege will
HARMON
Tampa; _cousins, Loren_zo
arrange from 7815 N. Himes.
FUNERAL CHAPEL
Turner of Jacksonville, and
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
Judy Douglas of Tampa;
Rosie Lee Bruce.
grand. nieces and nephews,
Mattie Lee Harrison. Taylor, .Anita an4 Jordyn
. , Leonard 'Patrick' Lawton.
Young, Charles Smith, .Jr.,
· -Elliott McBride, Sr. Jamilla Godfrey, LaToya,
Jeremiah MtClellan.
Jarvis and Jason ' Russ,
DEACON WILUE , .
Jermai'n e Polite, Zandra,
JAM·E S·LESTER ,
Courtney, . Brittney and
RAYWIWAMS
· October 22, 1941 - · ._,
. Eduardo Godfrey, Monica
-FUNERAL HOME
Janua~ 5, 2008 ·. ,,
Jones and Melik Williams, all
,., .
.
.......
· ol.'FaJDpa; d~voted ·fr,ie.ilds;
. Mrs. Leo_) Rhode~ Che$t- ~ ···- JaD.u~ey::.~tlt marks ~n~'jear
El,zabet-h .Ha~sley 1 , ~~~li!y . nut, Bradenton:· . ·< • · . ., ·
· · since thecl:ord declared·1:hat·
· Jac~sqn, Joyce· B.eckham, t · Mr. Langston Duncan,
your work down here'on;earth
'Albert · Bailey, -. ·Tery·a l
. . '.
.~
was done
T
amp.
a
y
.·,
. .and took y' ou ho~e
Denn'a~d, Gary Cassell,"Sr.,
, Mrs. Rosie L. Jones,
tobe~th. Him;
·, ·. ~ _
Gary . Cassell, Jr., ·. Fred
· · .
Your ·passing has left;-an
·Tampa.' ,,,..
Williams, Andrea and Robert .: Donald Thornton, Tampa."
aching void ·in our lives. ·~e
Wimberly, Phyllis .-.and
miss y~u .and your awesonie
be
.' Mr. George Ru n Turner,
sense of·humor, which kept us
Clarence Lee, Tossie Matos,
Kay and John Hollis,
. Ta:::a~·Eiiia~th Marl~· ~ones
smiling, 'artd.our spirits upiift·-----~..;_-+,.--/
Rhudiaie Cu'rry, , Shirley
York, 1105 N ,; .-\rmenia
ed, even·~d·~..,ing _the darkest
days. . ~~-··. , . : .,
Austin and Inez Sims, 'Laura .
Avenue _,'Tampa; .
·J
We look forward to seeing
and Charles Thomas, Atty.
' ·'
you agah\in'·that sweet bye.-a nd
Frank and . Carol •Stewart,
Furieral ·Home _··· - ~~·
- -._ .. WILsoN
bye. ,,. -~, .'- ·,. ·
. . · ~- ~
Mary - Walker, "'Ernestine
',. John w. Harmon. L .F.D ..
FUNERAL
HONE
.
You·_~·-U.always
be
in·:our
Ci)
-~ James·flarmon·.-.L. F. D . .··
- Butler and Andre Pease, all
hearts: '.\ife1 ·Cynthia, Mlchael; m
_ ... 5002-N. 40th St. ,,
· of Tampa, and Bettye:and
Joenl iutd·the entire Lester ....
· Carl ~omes of Clinton-, MD;
626-8600 '
Para Lee-Lazarus, Tampa.
family • . -:: . .
· ·· · ~
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g Crime News

N

Driver With 6Chil.dren In
·car Charged With DUI
under the influence.
Deputies said Carlos
Ramon Rodriguez, 23 ,
was driving on Dale Mabry
Highw.ay whel) he was
pulled over for having no
taillights. :In_the car with ·
Rodriguez were his ·girl. ·friend and her six children..
D~p.u;iies . rep~xt~d :
Rodriguez ' ha:4 ·ii str<;mg
odor;''o:r.' alc'ohof . bn -his
breath, blood shot eyes and ,
slurred speech. He later ·
failed ii fi'eld :sobriety test
and was arrested. ·
: .Rc:>d,riguez was ~harged
with ,driving uilde.r the
.influ~nce,
valid ~river's .
license, and 6 counts of
child-negleCt: .. ,

CARLOS RODRIGUEZ

..- .On Decemb~r 30th,
Hillsborough . · County
Sheriffs deputies arrested
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MICiiA.EL MYERS
.., ..wounded by stray bullet

::)

. Q.

Tampa foli~e .are investiz
i= gating.· a: shQo.ting that
w occurred· ·· ···~'' "·tfaturday i

..J.
..J

a~~liary: 3.-r.;d ii{'.th_~ :s.~oo

::)

m biock. o£.,;_E ast : Caracas

Street.
Police said Michael
Jermaine Myers, 26, was
walking down Caracas
Street when he reportedly
heard gunshots from ·an
unknown location. Myers
realized. he may have been
shot and ran to his home.
When Myers arrived at
' his home, he discovered a
stray bullet had struck hjs
left cheek and police were
called.
· Myers was transported
to. local hospital ancl is
lfst~d' in stable condition;·Police said .there are rio
suspeCts and a, crime 'scene .
could not be located .

CiiV Council Aide
Charged With 011·

RHONDA SMALlS

Rhonda Smalls, 49, the
aide to City Councilwoman
Linda Saul-Sena, was
arrested by Tampa Police
Saturday and charged with
driving under the influence
with property damage. She .
was released after posting
the $500 bond.

·Man Charged With

Domestic Banerv

..:.w ~~--~----~~------------~--~------~

BARTHOLOMEVVLETTHAND
••...shot three men, one fatally

PINELLAS COUNTY - A
man being sought in the
shootin~ of three men sur:.
rendered to Pinellas County
Sheriffs deputies . New
Year's Day.
Bartholomew Eugene
Letthand, 39, has been
charged with 1 count of
, first-degree murder and
four counts of attempted
murder.
.
Deputies &Jlid Terry
White, 21, Marquez
White, 19, and Daniel
Selsor, 55, were shot after
a series of domestic disputes. Letthand is the
boyfriend of Carmen
Woods, the mother of the
White brothers.
Terry White died as a
result of the shooting, his
brother, Marquez, · was
seriously wounded, and
Selsor is listed ih critical
condition with life threaten. ing injuries.
Deputies said the disputes
involved Le'tthand · and
· Woods, then involved her

TERRY WHITE
.....died from his wounds

MARQUEZ WHITE
...rep!)rtedly is in serious
condition

sons, who were shot outside ·;
. her apartment. After the ·
shootings, deputies said j
Letthand drove to the resi- •
. dence of his ex-girlfriend·, ~
Kathy Vaughn, confronted ;
. her father; Selsor, and shot :
him.
·
After the shootings, :.
Letth.a nd drove to Tierra :
Verde where deputies found :
- him. After a brief standoff,
· ;·he was· arrested and ' a
was recovered in his car.

gun ;
-------------------------:-....,...------·.';·,;.o·';. ·.
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·Suspect Sought In
-Shootings Surrenders

,:'~, _

EROY HAGENS, JR.

Former ·auccaneers >: !
sued over Altercation ~
. .. .

:.

Hillsborough County
Sheriffs -deputies said
Eroy Hagens, Jr., 36, had
been 'drinking when he
.!
came home early Friday
ed license. The officer
and got into an argument .
. reported that the driver fit
with his wife.
the general description .of
Hagens allegedly shoved
u.
the owner.
.
..
and choked his wife and
When 'the light turned
shoved a 15-year-old boy '
green, the vehicle drifted
who tried to intervene,
; . within the . lane . and
deputies said. He also
~
'ANTHONYDAVIS ·
·. MICHAELBENlibrtT ~/~· ~
touched the iane line. The
allegedly threatened to kill
.. :~·! .
· ::~ · !· l· ... !.""
. ;:~·--~~- · ·t'" ~ .1AV:"': dl!!.;.officer said it ap~ared the
his wife.
.
•. . .
•.. ~· . . .
. -~ ;.,.~-?:'·. "' .... •
~~
driver. was impaired. A
. Hagens was arrested
· Two former .Tampa Bat '··--~ ·Go:a"don · ·-: a.n·d · · :callea .~
traffic stop was conducted.'
imd charged With ·attemp~
Buccaneers are· being sued · Bennett and the othe~
. . . . When.the officer asked
ed murder. domestic bat- .
by a:·.local fitn~,.s · ,t:r.airier ..-, -.'··asking ··· for··. ·h'elp .. :ana ;:'
·. · · . the driver ·for· his ii~ense,
tery arid battery.
·who is .alleginlf' the men .,. ··weapons.. ·· · .
··•,.:_ '~. ··
. . ; .. the driver reportedly held
beat him and brqke his .jaw .
. The suit ·:said ~enn'e« '
in the ~na lot .of a local
arrived in the ..parking lot ,. ·
. '> · ~ ·;:..:~;
.,. • :. . -·· , out a blue Visa ·card. 'The .
"fli~h a h·a ndgun ~n.d. t~e ..
restaurant in Qctobet~ . . .
·.• '· .·~ ·.:~ , .'-.:'."-;-:;!:. ·· ;~ "·".:··:...· .. , officer r.eP,orted :.that the ·. ·
BriaaGordOiihasfiled 'a ... ·; .threef ·men · assault~ ····
·:· ··:··~.irquel. Blackweu;: ; : · diiver·s ·br~.iti:(: ~snien~a..of ·., : ·
suit
against 'Anthon7 . . . Gordon .. Both Davi• .a nd
a former ·quarterback ·r •dco\l.~l...,l).~,tt., spu.~b.. .w.a s '·
-·:·:-Davil· '· and _; . Mi~')lael .. · ... Bennett :we're members of
...
the . Univ·~rsity .:-<of :·~ ·· slurred aJid.'hi~
\ver~ · ..
Be.,aett,. sayirig th'ey and·.• . · th~ Tamp. Bay Bu~eers, · :
. _..,.
Florida, was ·arrest~~·- .glaisy and bloodShot.
another
man attacked him'. · when ·the .alleged incident '
3,&,"When lnan.le.wrapP.d
ed early Monday .~oriiing ..
. The diiver agi-eed tO ·a ·
in the parkin·g lot oft~~ ··
occurred::They have· ~~nce 1·
up In hlmeelf, he milk• a 7,
a~d charg~d. with driving
sobriety exercise, and the
IHQP at: · •9:10 "~ Spruce . been rele8sed.
· . ..
.
. 1,17, 23, 27, 31. 32.. 36. 43, .
Street. · .. ·. · . · .· .
• · · No criminal ch&rges were ,:
.. ·
the influence: ; . : / ·· . .~fficer. said he appea:l'!!d to
·, 41 pretty email package• ..
'·' .,,, tampa ·Po.ice s~id at . ··be impaired. The driver
.: Gordon is· ~so suing. the
filec()n the- incident as ,;
restaurant and.itS. corpor~te - Gordon . told ._' police - he .
3:12 a .m., black Dodge
wa.s arrested and refused
owners, saying they did not .:: ~· · would not press charges . .,.
Charger· was stopped for a .' to take a breath te~.
provide
a safe enyironment. . · Investigators .· reported'.:
1
red ' light , on Columbus
The officer discovered
.
Accordi»g
to· documents, ; · , :· inconsistencies with state-<
CIO Drh:e ··and. Dale .. !14abry · , later that the driver was
· Davie became abusive and · menta from Witnesses. .- · ·· '
w Highway. . A _computer 1 Blackwell, · who . is a
belHgerent to restaurant , . . . Gordon is seeking :
check showed the registeacher and football' coach
help ahd cu&tomers. He also'
unspecified damages in :
at Freedom High School.
tered owner haa a stispend- ·
allegedly · threatened . excess of$15,000; · ·' .
'

~ · '· ForiDer,usF·Quanerb·ack, FreedoiD
-~ :. --~~~ ;; .coachch·aruad·With 011
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Notice of Public Hearing
A public hearing will be held by the Land Use Hearing Officer, pursuant to Hillsborough County
Land Development Code, beginning at 9:00 a.m., January 23, 2009, at the Board Room, 2nd floor of
the County Center; 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the following requests.
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal descriptions are available for public
inspection in a master file maintained by the Planning and Growth Management Department and the
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested persons wishing to submit testimony or
other evidence in this matter must submit same to the Hearing Master at the public hearing before
him/her. The decision of the Land Use Hearing Officer will be filed with the Clerk within fifteen (15)
working days after the conclusion of the public hearing.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE
BY THE LAND USE HEARrNG OFFICER OR THE GOVERNrNG BODY REGARDrNG ANY MATTER
CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMrNG PUBLIC HEARING OR MEETfNG IS HEREBY ADVISED
THAT THEY WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDrNGS AND FOR SUCH PURPOSE, THEY
MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDrNGS IS MADE
AS IT WILL INCLUDE THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO
BE BASED. ·
Additional information concerning these requests may be obtained by calling the Department of
Planning and Growth Management at (813} 276-2058.
VARIANCE REQUESTS
Petition VAR 08-0660 (Sign), Northdale Development, LTD, requesting a Sign Variance for property
located 15499 N. Dale Mabry Hwy., zoned PD-MU.
Petition VAR 09-0021-EGL, Tony & Silvia Estevez, requesting a Variance to the fencing requirements
for property located 8] 17 N. Cameron Ave., zoned RSC-6.
Petition VAR 09-0077-EL (Sign), Sabal Industrial Park Assoc. Inc., requesting a Sign Variance for
propertY located US Hwy. 301 & Saballndustrial Blvd., zoned Cl.
Petition VAR 09-0 102-TNC, Gerardo Vasallo, requesting Variances to the fencing requirements and
setback requirements for property located 4815.Holiday Dr., zoned RSC-9.
Petition VAR 09-0121, Matthew Daerr, requesting a Variance to the accessory structure and setback
requirements for property located 17103 Rainbow Terrace, zoned ASC-I.
, ·' · '·'· ·.' ·' '
. -··
Petition VAR 09-0132, Maritza Martinez Williams, requesting a Variance to the setback requirements
for property located] 8614 Lakeshore Dr., zoned RSC-4.
Petition VAR 09-0 141-BR, Johnny and Rosaline Seabrook, requesting Variances to setbacks,
buffering and landscaping maximum impervious area and to allow building sign for property located
202 Beverly Blvd., zoned RMC-20.
Petition VAR 09-0 158-NWH, Jean & William Proudfit, requesting a Vari~nce to the setback
requirements for property located 5839 Portsmouth Dr., zoned RSC-6(MH).
Petition VAR 09-0 161-USF (Sign), Somerock University Mall, Owner LLC, requesting Sign Variances
for property located 2200 E. Fowler Ave., zoned CG.
Petition VAR 09-0186-WM, Thellma S. Hebrauk, requesting a Variance to the setbacks for property
located 2610 Crestview Rd., zoned "AS-I.
·
Petition VAR 09-0187, Debra Fuxan, Timothy Fuxan, Amy Williamson, are requesting a Variance to
the setback requ,irements for property located 19735 Livingston Ave., zoned ASC-I.
Petition VAR 09-0 194-CW, Karen E. Fehr, Trustee, requesting a Variance to the setback
requirements for property located 10916 Juniperus Place, zoned RSC-6.
Petition VAR 09-0 197-RV, Parkway Center COD, requesting Sign Variances for property located
Road Median on Moccasin Trail Dr. & Still Creek Dr., zoned PO-MU.
Petition VAR 09-0 198-RV, Sandra & Harold Hunt, requesting Variances. to easement and lot width
· ' ·
·
requirements for property located ·9931 Riverview Dr., zoned ASC-I. ·.. · .. : ·· ! · -~· ..:
Petition VAR 09-0 199-CW, Islamic Center
Gunn H\\'Y, requesting Variances to the Setbacks,
Building height and Parking requirements for property located 12843 Olive Jones Rd., zoned AS-1.
Petition VAR 09-0200-BR, Lowes Home Center Inc., requesting Sign Variance for property located
1515 E. Brandon Blvd., zoned PD.
Petition VAR 09-0202, Buc Square OutParcel, LLC, requesting Variances to the maximum impervious
area, buffering and the parking requirements for property located 8603 W. Hillsborough Ave.,
zonedCG.
- .
Petition VAR 09-0203-SCC, Talal Property, Ltd. requesting a Variance to the setback requirements for
property located 3858 Sun City Center Blvd., zoned PO-MU.
. Petition VAR 09-0231-BA, N & K Enterprises, requesting a· Variance to setbacks on Legal
non-conforming lot for property located 15025B"Im Rd., zoned AR:
~,To:,. . . : • ·'
'
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EMPLOYMENT
LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS
HOMES·FOR SALE/RENT APARTMENTS
DUPLEXES · ..................•.......... ROOMS FOR RENT
BUSINESS .OPPORTUNITIES .. LEASE OPTIONS ETC.
ADVERTISE IT IN THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN

Email .ledwards@flsentinel.com
Or Fax Your Ad~ 24/7 To: (813) 248-9218

Avon Representatives
Needed All Areas!

Wholesale Properties
To The Public

Call 813-832-4282
Or E-mail

Great "Fixer Upper" Deals

AVONlADYGEORGIA@YAHOO.COM

Recession Rescue - 911
Jobs For Felons/USA
(813) 965-7991
Orientation
Monday's -1:00 P.M.
January 12, 2009
Downtown Library
Ashley & Cass
Every Wednesday - 1p.m.
@THA
1800 Rome Avenue
Use Your Tax Refund
Wisely This Year!
Sign Up For The Next
Certified Pharmacy
Technician Review Course
Also Available First Aid
CPR. AED & Others.'
Call Allied Health
Career Educators
813-952-0TEK(0835)
Miracles Barber
& Beauty Salon
10224 N. 30th Street
Is Looking For
Barbers And Stylists
With Established Clientele
Discounted Booth Rental
First 3 Months
Pleasant Working
Atmosphere
Call (813) 518-1135
University Of Tampa
Dining Services
Is Hiring
ALL POSITIONS
1M MEDIATELYl
We Offer:
• Free Meals
• Competitive Salaries
• Flexible Hours
. ON-THE-SPOT
INTERVIEWS!
· 'Tuesday -Thursday
January 6th, 7th, and 8th
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
University of Tampa
401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Vaughn Center Room 229
Absolutely no phone
calls accepted
EOE mlf/d/v

CD

www.rehabbersuperstore.com

Kenny Rushing
813.675.7040
5 Bedroom
Bank Foreclosure!
$42,500!
Only $397/Monthly!

.,

5% Down
15 Years At 8% APR

6

Call 800-366-9783

,.c22

Ext H489

m

For Listings

CA

Z ·
~

Military Veterans
No Down Payment

zm

Special FHA Programs

m

c:

Own A Two,
:niree,. Four
'. ...
·, _ _. Bedroom Home

·Jri ~

r1
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~

Many Are~.s. ~ . . .
·Prices & Sizes ,·

~
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Free Pre-Qualifying
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Walter Brewer
Midland Realty ·
(813) 766-2033
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. Bank Owned

c

m

Riverview - 4/2
$124,000

CA

c
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,.z~ ·

Temple Terrace - 3/2
$67,900

.,c

Riverview - 4/2
·$114,900
New _Tampa- 41_
2 _,..
,_$139,900 ··:.\,. ')

22
c
~
·~

HomeRun
Real Estate Inc.
Ainsley Daux
" (813)493-091~

anzly123

.
yahoo.com

Need Information
Regarding
Bank Owned Homes
Short Sales
Down Payment
Assistance
Call Ainsley Daux
Home Run
Real Estate Inc.
(813) 493-0912
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HOMES FOR REN
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HelP Fo~ 1st Time
Home Buyers

~
4(

2513 E. Chelsea Street
Home For Rent

1615 And 1620 ldell Street

204% E. Selma Ave •

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

1 Bedroom Over Garage

$675.00/Monthly

Studio Apartment

$300.00/Deposit

$500.00/Monthly

Water Included

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
$475.00/Rent
$475.00/Deposit

Section.8 Welcome

Call (813) 846-6422

USF Area
2 Bedroom Townhouse

c

Even With Less Than

CHA, Fenced

::::)

Perfect Credit.

Patio, WDH

- UJ
w
1-

--

Call_Irvin
(813) 288-0300 Ext 241

l1·11~11111i111·~11N~II -

Seminole Heights

(813) 962-8600

$11 ,000!
5 Bedroom/3 Bath
'

3418 N. 48th Street
Section 8 Only

$42,500!

More Homes Available
For ListingsCall
800-366-9783
· Ext5649

~
c

~
c

Available Now

5 Bedrooms/1% Bath

Section 8 Rental

w

All Counties

Central Heat/Air

Progress Village

1-

- No Credit Check

~

-- -or-Application
Feel .
:
. ._-

UJ
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w

>
w
c
w
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Tile Floors

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Section 8 Welcome

Block Home

Call (813) 241-2341

.
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. ::::) •
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w·
z
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Floribraska & Nebraska

(Off 1-4)
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WDH, CHA

+ Security·dep osit· ;
'• · Contaet'Bobby · - "

. (813) 453-5823 .

8217 N. Hillsborough Ln.
And Bus Line

And A~artmerits

No Pets

3 Bedrooms/1 .Bath

Security/1st And

Porch, Garage

Last Month Rent

Fenced Yard

Section 8 Welcome

$850.00/Monthly

N~ 'Pain~. CHA,
.:_ Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced, No Pets

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N.15th Street
s~ar:ti_~g At $37?.oq
· 9n..:Site Laundry And .

$400. 00/Deposit

Section 8 OK

UJ .

(813) 789-0760

(813) 949-3482

Section 8 Welcome

South Tampa

c( ..

Conv~nient

Robe.r t (813) 361-0344

To Everything

· · Call (813) 971-5254

3/2-$1,075.00

a:0

Sulphur Spring Area

$650.00/Deposit

Carrollwood Area

4 Bedrooms/1 % Bath

u.

2 Bedroorn/1% Bath

5/3-$1,550.00

Newly Renovated

Large Apartment

Townhouse For Lease

$775.00/Deposit

3 Bedrooms/2% Bath

All Appliances

4/3 - Carrollwood

Townhome, CHA, WDH

Laundry On Premises

A Low $720.00

$1,475.00

Hardwood Floors

Section 8 Only

Section 8 Welcomed

$850.00/Deposit

Section 8 Accepted

$1 ,200.00/Monthly

$1 ,050.00/Monthly

Plus Security

Deposit Negotiable

Call (813) 973-2341

...1

Call813-391-7046

Call (813) 610-4518

(813) 390-7715

. 2, 3, 4 Be~room Homes

W.

c

Plus Deposit

--

z ·
-w ·.> ·
1-

$550 - $650/Monthly

~

$650.00/Monthly

Deposit Negotiable

4i1

::::)

I

$850.00/Monthly- -

3005 Arrow Street

402 W. Amelia Avenue

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Central Heat/Air
WID Hook-up
$700.00/Monthly

New_Carpet, WDH, CHA

(813) 486..S139

415 E. Forest Avenue

West Tampa Area
1939 West Chestnut

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Call Today

~

Call Tyrone
1-800-890:7639
(718) 781-6934

Call (813) 621-7493

Affordable Properties

Very Nice, WDH

4 Bedrooms/2 Bath

1213 12th Avenue

3007 44th Street ·

1 & 2 Bedrooms

3408 49th Street

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Section 8 Only

Call (813) 713-4055
Or (813) 526-8226

Rent, Purchase
Lease-Option

c
z
c(

Ready January 10, 2009

Call (813) 546-7782

3905 E. Powhattan
5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

, Fenced Yard

..

a:u.

House For Rent

CHA, WDH

3 Bedroorn/1 Bath
CHA, WDH Near Everything ·

.For Listings
800·366-9783 Ext-R592

Call 813-326-6141

"'
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

. Section 8 Tenants
'
0 Security Deposit

Foreclosures!
5% Down
~ 5 Years @ 8% APR

CHA, Garage
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Accepted
$1,000.00 Per Month

Gated Community

:Security Deposit $300.00
· $25.00 Application Fee

.

~-

Section 8

CaU _
( 813) 7~~-0384

(813) 505-8400
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· . $8.00 - 1-~0 WORDS AND 50¢ ·. :
FOR EACH ADDITIONAL WORD . - : OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME
. . . YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

.PUBLICATION DEADLINES ·
.

·Tuesday Edition - Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
· '· Friday Edition - Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.

(813) 380-771tL

-:.,·~

. 3015 N.$.an~b- Street
· ·(otr 21st Avenue) ·
·~"'

· """'..,..;'

··· • .

; .,- l_ •,rt"' '""'"'" ftl. ' ·" " lolr." "

· ·:Huge 4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Wood Frame Home
. CHA,

WDH

........

,.,

__ .. : .. Starting At
. $100.00/WHkly
Must Pan Income, Credit . ,
And _Backgrou~d Check
Call (813) 770-5731

$600.00/Deposit

Or (813) 298-8245

Includes W/S/G

Email Your Ad To: ·ledWards@flaenQnel.com

Yz Off 1st Month Rent

Fax Your Ada 2417 (813) 248-9218

(813) 980-3789

.................. . .... .... .. ......... ...- .

_
·

Apattrnenta And .
Roome For Rent

$975.00/Monthly

Section 8 Welcome

·':"!·-

Call (813) 786-8670 .
. -

$205/Monthlyl
4 Bedroorn/2 Bath

3 Bedroohil Bau1 ·

3 Bedroorri/2 Bath

, _

(813) 885-5226

'

'

_,'

$500.0Q/Deposit

Call (813) 335-0076

$750.00

i

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL
BULLETIN THE VOICE OF
OUR 'COMMUNITY FOR
OVER 63 YEARS

..A Great Place
To Call Home"

- a...r:n
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·-· · .

'Tampa Park Apartni,entsc ( · .
Conveniently Located ttr •: ;
. Ybor CitY, A Short Walk·
To
The
Downtown
Central
Business
District And A Trolley
Ride
From
The
Excitement Of Channel
Side With Its Colorful
Entertainment_ : And
Dining Optlorla. _:.we
Offer 1. · 2. And ~

Is

Bedroom Apartment
Homts Income Based.
.

·

~,A~- see.klng ,.-. ..

APartment Re}Jdents VVho
Are CQmrtlMTo•·

" COiitinunlty Building.·~

.. ·Are You_trite.,..tecl? · ·
For ApplicatiOn ·
Information
·Please Contact
Tampa Park Apartment. Inc.:
: 1417 Tampa Park Plaza
: Tampa, Florida 33605
·

Telephone (813) -228-1t41

~
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USF Area
Section 8 Accept~

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Apartments
$800.00/Monthly

Section 8 Welcome
3 Bedroom Duplex
Clean, AIC, New Paint
WID Hook-Up
$950.()0/Mo-nthly
8304 Mulberry Apt #8
(813l238-6100

2/1 - New Carpet!Tiie
Large living Room
\
WDH, CHA
~
$695.00/Rent i
.
'
Plus Deposit ;

$400.00/Deposit
Call 493-0912
Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
• No Problemll
FREE APPLICATION!!

(813) 417-3455 :

DUPLEX
1504 E.138th Ave.

New Port Richey;
Southgate Senior
Apartments, 62

New Tile Floors

1 Bedroom/$435.00

3/1 , CHA; WID Hook-up
$695.00/Month
$300.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
(813) 690-6664

Newly Renovated

+:

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Shopping Center

Backyard, Quiet Area

$400.00/Deposit

813 975-0258

Tenant Pays Water
And Lights, No Pets
Section 8 Welcome
813-843-2085
Duplex Apartment
FirSt Month Free
$125 Moves You In
Must Have Excellent
Verifiable Rental History
2Bedroom/1 Bath
Burglar Bars, AJC
WIW Carpet And
Good Neighbors
3021 North 48th Street #8
.,
$575.00 Per Month
I·

. ·•

:cail (81:3) i38-i353 ·.

"

261.9 E. Genessee Street
Unlt#A

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath, Cle_f!n

Nice Area
·Section 8 Only

t;

xJ ,f~edroomS/1 Bath

...

· CHA, WDH
Receive $100.00 Cash
With Signed Lease
0 Deposit

(813
WntTampa

.

2 Bedroome/1 Bath
Duplex
CHA, UtilitY Room, WDH, ·
$725.00 Monthly
$3SO.OO.Depotlt
2102 Palmetto Street
Call (813) 223-5214

2 Bedroom - Duplex
Section 8
2417 E. Ida St. Apt. B
Burglar Bars, WIW Carpet,
Fenced Yard
$650.00/Month
$650.00 Deposit
Call 813-886-6397

Gann & Gann Rentals
Large Rooms For Rent

Near Major Roads
$650.00/Rent

CALL TAMARA

Call (813) 285-8147

Move In Special

Water & Trash Included!!!!

Why Rent A Room
When You Can Rent A Remodeled
1 or 2 Bedroom Apartment
Available
$288.00 Moves You In
$144.00/Weekly
~ 1Bedroom/1 Bathroom Apartment
. Refrigerator, St9ve, On-site Laundry_.
.
· And Management. ·
·convenient To ·shoppjng ·And -Busline
· Must Have·- Proof Of Income.
··.Section 8 Welcome ·
Located lri USF Area

Large Backyard
Quiet Neighborhood
$600.00/Monthly
$600.00/Security
WSG Included
Take MLK To 26th, (Tum
Away From Library}, Take
26th To Genessee.
Call (813) 249-8858

I•4·'·M~ii·h'dih'l .

$350 .00- $480.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit
AIC , Cable, Utilities
Children OK
Call (813) 505-5400

A~rtmenttA

orr Linebaugh
211 Duplex
CHA, WDH, WIWCarpet
$350.00/Security
Section 8 Welcomed
Call (813) 986-3205
·or (813) 310-8500

r

Phone (813) 298-7107
r

Large Furnished Room,

Leave Message
Immediate Resoonse
First Week Rent + Security
$100.00 - $150.001Weekly
Fumished And Unfurnished

Super Nice Room/Bath
Fumished
$135 Per Week
Includes Utilities
Rooms For Rent Sever
Other Locations

YborHelghts
Clair Mel Area
Large/Fumlshed Rooms
Utilities/Laundry
Facilities Included
Kitchen Use
$110 - $140 Weekly
Deposit
+ 1 Week Rent

Room For Rent
Private Bathroom
Shared Kitchen And
Living Room
$120.00-$180.00 Weekly
Deposit Varies

Call (813) 247-4724

Call (813) 545-9139

m
I

c:

r
r

m-• Nice Neighlfc>'rhood

Microwave, Refrigerator

Seminole Heights Area

)>

tD

Private Entr:ance And·Bath

Please Call 383-9580

~

New Carpet

Just Like Home

Room For Rent
Seffner New Home
Own Bedroom And Bath
All Utilities Includes
lntemet, Cable ·
Non-Smoker, No-Pets
No-Drinking No-Parties
Quiet Person

r

0

AJC , Remodeled

Fully Furnished Room

Christian Home

(813) 319-5646

"TT
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en
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Reduced Rate

4 Locations
Furnished Clean
Quiet - Shared Rooms

(813) 784-0508
10007 North 14th Street

'

Call (813) 244-7388

Call (813) 850-4491

Nice 2/1 Duplex

EHO

$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privile9es

University Mall

Adjacent To Southgate

N

o ·
0
co

Very Clean Rooms
For Rent
With Private Entrance ·
Senior Citizen Discount

Room For Rent

5 Minutes South Of

$595.00/Monthly ·

?J
5I'

_ Ybor City Area

Phone (813) 229-8696
806 E. Florlbraska
Tampa, FL 33603

$1,500.00

813-244-4551

Call (813) 325-6499
Please Call
(813) 494-3343

Must Have Reliable
Source Of Income
Utilities Included
$1 00.00/Weekly

Minimum Income Required

(727) 847-1110

Big Rooms 4 Rent

1000 East 26th Avenue

Room For Rent
One Persan Only

New Appliances

c:
)>

West Tampa Area

New Ceiling· Fans

Very· Low Deposit!

"LOOK"

Available Room For Rent
· In Ybor Heights At:

z

Cable, CHA.
Call (813) 238-7034

~
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No Deposit
R~m

For Rent .

$110.00/Weekly Plus
$10. 00/K~y Deposit
CHA, Cable FREE ·. ·· .
Must H.ave Job Or SSI .
Call {813) 506-2303
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Near Ybor & Downtown
Clean, Furnished Rooms
For Rent
With Share Bath
On Bus Line
$115.001Weekly
$115.00iDeposit
CaU-(813) 848-9535
West Tampa

.

Sq4th Of 1-275 .
Naar Armenia
Fumished
..
$100.00- $125.00!We8kly
InCludes All Utilities
Cable & Personal Fridge

.

"-

Call (813) 545-8074 ·
·:1J

)j
EMAIL YOUR ADS 2417 To:
Ci)
ledwards@ftaentlnel.com . . m
N
FAX (813) 248-9218
_,.

Room For Rent
)'bor Area
AIC, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds
Kitchen, Ceiling Fans
$75.00/Deposit
$100.00 And Up Weekly

(813) 317-9872

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE
Complete Air Conditioning
& Heating Service
On All Makes And Models

Was 2008 A Tough Year
Financially For You?
Change Your Destiny In 2009
By Starting Your Own Business
That Only You Control. We
Are Searching For Individuals
Interested In Qualifying And
Being Trained To Operate
Their Own Independent Home
Based Travel Agency Either
Part-Time Or Full-Time
For More Information
Visit Our Site At:
www Jneedalife.info

ii:
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Committed To Excellence
.1.11 ~ales & Service
New & Used A/C's
Same Day
Financing Available

~
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rn
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MAC DADDY

available.

Lawn Service

Results in just

3 DAYS . No Collection

Hauling And Clean-Up

Fees

Phone (813) 245-9761

in

Tampa.

NO

http://dnatestingsolutions.com

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

To View A Brief 10 Minute
Business Presentation

DNA Testing

If You Need Additional

Paternity Test
We Come To You!
Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans

:I:

Car Accident
Caii1-877-ASK-TAZZ
1-877-275-8299

m

· :::)

Car Accidents
Workers Compensation

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

1-3 Rooms
ONLY- $24.95
No Hidden - CHARGES!
Call (813) 325-4330

No Credit Check ·
Calt (813) 270-9874
Caii1-877·ASK-TAZZ
Licensed

Turn Cash Into Cash $$
·Call Ms. Anatra
813-270-9874
Licensed Attorney
Referral Agent .
F!ofi~ Bar Approved
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$5001 Pollee Impounds!

LL

Hondas, Chevys, Acuras
Toyotas, Etc. From $500!

a:
g

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
Tonya@
A Woman's Worth
1430 West Busch Blvd.
813-507-1032
Relaxer/Cut/Color $55.00
Shampoo/Set _
$25.00

African Braids
Up To40% Off
Specialized In All Styles

Call: (813) 735..9341
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL

YOUR HOUSEl

A Woman's Worth
Hair Studio

We Buy Forclosure Homes

Relaxer.* Condition

Cash In 3 Days

Style- $45.00

813.675.7040

Ceiling Fans, Lights, Etc .

Uc IER13013733

Style - $25.00

(813) 786-7319
Desiree Brazile
Safra's Natural Roots
. HairSalon

Receptacles

. Call Rufus
Electric.Contracting
(813) 348-61~8

Shampoo * Condition
New Clients Only!

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Learn How To
Create Wealth Investing~
In Real Estate
.·. ·· , .
Rehab For Profit

..: Build VVith'Equny
~

Build A Positive
Cash Flow

Rental Business
Junk Cars

Must Have Fair Credit

. For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext 3695

FOR GREAT

We. Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans

Must Have Cash To Close

so·Downr

RATES IIIII

Call (813) 784-8339

Cars From $29.00/Monthly!
36 Months @ 8.5% APR
Police lmpoun~s

813-973-1 080

Call Kenny Rushing
. 813.675.7040

Serious Inquiries Only

Specials: .
Monday - Wednesday
Kinky' Twist And Micros
$95.00
Weaves- $85.00
Thursday - Sunday
15% Off AH Regular.Braids
VVith This Ad
Relaxer Vv1th Trim - $35.00
wastl•N- Set $20.00
Booth Rental
$100.00/Weekly
Open 7 Days ·
(813) 770-7039

.Want To Sell That Car?

www.thesunandfuncruises.com

I Buy Perfectly Running
Vehicles Not So Perfect

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext K456

And Junk

1Jllki#4·Hhid3@hil · Adults & _Children

Call For The Most $$$
(813) 775-5990

FREE

Auto Repair Shop
And Mobile
21st Avenue & 34th Street

"TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1,500.00

Cleanings, Exams
X-Rays, Fluoride

For Junk Cars, Trucks

Starters, Alternators, And
Other Minor Repairs

Also Provides
Fillings, Extractions
Specialists & More

Call For An Appointment
(813) 369-0848
Or (813) 222-0668

$40
$45

Braid Your Hair

CALL GLORIA

- -=··· ...

Box Plaits
We<Nes

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservic:es91 @yahoo.com
Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

t

$65

And Talented Hair Braider

Breaker Panels And

MAKE YOUR
NEXT VACATION
OR FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE

$85

Kinky Twists

Monday- Saturday

~

z

Miaos Long Hair

Let A Professional

Florida Sentinel.

Call (813) 786-0876

$65

Get Money In 2-3 Days

See Our Ad In The

I Can Help!

Miaos Short Hair

24-Hour Service

Slow Computer?

rn
:i

Law Suit Pending

Results In 3 Days

Viruses: Spyware? .

w

Need Money?

Slip & Fall

Information Call Toll Free
1-&n-442-1997

LIC# CAC181530

~
w
>
w
c

Legal or personal testing

available.

LIC ICAC 1814465

Tarpley's AJC
(813) 238-7884

"We Do Best For Less"

BLOOD! Payment options

Call (813) 620-1866

~
c

DNA Paternity Testing

813-980-9070

Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
FREE! Pick Up Any

Ms. D's World Of Beauty
3720 Yz Dr. MLK Blvd.
(813) 247 -4.3~8

- --Derrick's Back
· Specials:

Tues. & Wed. Only
Waves, Wraps And Sets ·

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOIJSEI

-....::..--ir -

Vacant
Or Acreage.

Lots

See Our
Ad In
Florida Sentinel.

The

Starting @ $25.00

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Braids By Carmen

813.675.7040

Junk Metal/Appliances
7 Days A Week
(813) 695-2438

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN THE VOICE OF OUR
COMMUNITY FOR OVER 63 YEARS
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Sister Grace

Botanica 11th Heaven

Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00

Readings That Are
Honest And Firm .. .
Candles, Oils, Incense
Etc ... Sold Here

Home Phone ONLY

Trash Cleanup
Tree Trimming, Removal,
Or Any Other Hauling
Cheapest Rates
No Job Too Big
Or Small Including
Furniture Removal

Sis Harvey(813) 286-7500
Credit Cards Accepted

$16.49 +Tax & Fees
Free School Lunch

SSI , Section 8
(TANF), (LHEAP)

@ MLK & Central

Friday Edition --- Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.

Get Collect Calls

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA

On Your Cell Phone

Email Your Ad To: ledwards@flsentinel.com
Or Fax 2417 To (813) 248-9218

SENTINEL BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

Orient Road

CD

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS.STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

Across From
McDonald&
I

Tuesday Edition --- Friday @ 3:00 P.M.

0
0

11~~ 1=11n·~·~ 1 f11tl

813-222-0195

PUBLICATION DEADLINES

~
N

Call (813) 369-0147

Call 813-546-2692

Phone (813) 506-9239
4521 N. Habana Avenue

~

www . ange~ergusonswordprocessing . com

Food Stamps, ·Medicaid

(813) 285-4674

c::

Processing Words
lsWhatWeDo

If You Receive

Public Housing

>
z
>

Angel Ferguson's
Word .Processing

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

.

See Our Ad In
Florida Sentinel.

The

& Faulkenburg Jail

WWN.rehabberssuperstore.com

Only $2.25 Per Call

(813) 675-7040
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REEVES BU1LD1NQ1 PllJMB1NG
& ROOFlNG COr"TRA(TOR
• COMMERCIAL
• ROOFING
• REMODELING
• REPAIR
•HOME
REHABILITATION

z.,""'«
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• RESIDENTIAL
• PLUMBING
• ADDITIONS
• CONCRETE
SLABS
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For All Your Construction Needs ...
Call Reeves

~

813-238-6197
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. "The Voice-. . .·.
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·Toll Free: (866) 394-8038
._, ,.~'. :.,. .
. "F .·
Office: {727) 906-9693 ·_
,.-/* · J C
Cell:·(721) 492-6317 · · · .·
-

1.1Gilll£<!d,

F.londP.d • ~CB·C060fJ67
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APEX, Lendin , Inc.
• First Time Home Buyers
• Good, Bad Or Not Credit
• Debt Consolidation
.• Refinancing
·' No Application Fee

,
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Owner

_
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Our Cotntnunitv .··
Speaking for Itself"
.

.

YOLANDA YANTHONY

Ucon•ed Mort•v•ve Broker

.-:::- FHANIVConventional Loans
E. Or. MLKBivd. "Ste.103 "Tampa, FL33603 • Email:
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(813) 248-1921
.
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· (813)223·6151 (ofc) " (813) 546·3926

Access Foot. Care Office &Home Service
ct Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails

T'.

t' Ingrown Nails
ct Wound Care
t7 Heel Pain

··.

., tl Bunions/Hamm4ned Toes

.·.·

· '' Diabetic Shoes/Socks/Orthotics

L-...:~:-!'!1!!!!=:-..:...1

Most Insurance Accepted Commitment To Excellenc•

Contact Us For Easy, Affordabl e Access To A Podtatnst ·
www.AccessFoot Care.com

1 -866-435-FOOT
Town · N-Countr

(866-435 -3 668)

' 6101 WEo'bb Road

Sult ~o"
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
'W"HIDDENBROWN P.L.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
MIAMI - TAMPA
Bond Motions J>robationVIolaUons

~,;,.-u:~~'}.ses

•

'

HomlddeNiol<'ntCriwe
Sex Oft'cnoes
DlWBUI

t!f'

•

Auto Acddtlnts
MotorcydcAcc:ldenb

Cnmmal Defense &
· Personal Injury ·

272 - .2200
(8 13)
•

ATTORNEY AT LAW

BoatingAl-c~dents

·Personal Injury
·Wrongful Death
·Criminal Law

WrongfuiDeatbCialms

·

402 'East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602
The hiring of a lawyer is l:f\ irr:portant decision and shoukf nO! be based
upon adeve.rtisements... BefQJe you decide, ask us to send you fre-e written
information about our qua!if;ution a~d experience

free lnf(.'nuation D..'ncentiug Quali6(:ations & Experience Av-.t.illlble Upm Request The Hiring Of
AnAnomey Is Anlmportllnt Decision That Should Not Be Bas<d Solely Upon Adverti•ement•. Before You
·
Docide, Ask Us To Send You Free Wrinen lnfonnation.

State & Fed. W. C. Claims
·* Certified·by Michi9an State University
* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians ·
* Collect Back Pay
. ·
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C./ Race Discrimination
FREE CONSULTATION!
. (Exc:ept For Pure11tle VII Cases)

.

220 E. Madison Street • Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602
Vlllt Us On-liM AI: www.FORDLAW.OIIG (fonn• U.S. Anny JACC Anomoy)

.

.clwtfdsemalts. 8tfore you dedde. uk us to

·

~

1112 E. Kennedy·Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

813.229.9300

~

PERSONAL INJURY WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS REAL ESTATE MEDIATION
The hiring of a lawyer ban lmportont doclslon and shOuld not b. bosed_ upon ad011erti>erMnts.
Bafore you decldot. ask us to send you frH writt.., Information about ow qualification and experi..,<e

HOVSEPIAN & LOPARDO

Law Offices Of

BRYANT A. SCRIVEN, ESQ.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW - TAMPA

* MISDEMEANOR
~p~o I ~OR MOTIONS $~49 * VOP $249-$949
.FELONY

..

:/

:

* TRAFFIC *

DUI

Excludes Costs (Transcnpts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

·cRIMINAL DEFENSE* TRAFFIC
ALL FELONIES
ALL MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP'S
DRUG CRIMES

*

PERSONAL INJURY

DRIVER'S LICENSE ISSUES
ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICATION

AVAILABLE 24/7 CONSULTATION AVAILABLE
1808 N. Morgan Street"Tampa, Fl33602 * (8-13) 226-8522
Serving Hillsbor~ugh, Pasco and Hernando County

PAYMENT PLANS I VISA I MASTERCARD

The hiring of~la'IY~ l' an

Befotf'

Arreste'd and C~ncerned
About Your
Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

(8.13) 418-5253
:>
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All IRS Matters
Over 20· Years Experience
Do Not Face The IRS Alone

.

R. E. lclntosh, LLC
Enrolled Agent

:I Act ~4s ~ . ~ •
Your P'}wer OfA.Jforney
And ·
Will Negotiate For }(Ju To
r Stop Liens And Levys

CALL: (813) 454-4189

(813) 350-7923

221-1800

ask us

Brilnlnalllw •Pl'llilte
·•:Famllllll .. •. •DiscrlmiMdon
. Th9:MUB$ PIS%$

·

308 :e'. MLK 'BlVd~, Su~ E '" Tampa, FL 33603

237~2392 ,Office

23.6-5717 Fax:
..

··~

;~·

. AU.TO ACCIDENT '

:· · -. •HELPLINE: · ·
rnjar~<!~rN$~:c(a .o5-cto'r l tawyer? .
. -~ ·'

· ,c_

CAJ.,L .RJCKY.

892-8193

(8131
•

•.

•.

, I

.

I

'

· or Em~ilr Cli!llri~kY:WIIIIam$~gman.com
Avatlabl.e 24 HrsJDay • FREE Consultation

I'

Polk County ·
328 Dorsett Ave.· (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853 , ·
Toll Free 1-877-439-2663
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(8:13}-248-1921
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